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·Career ott"'Services
.Revamped

York Security
Head Resigns

.-

Cites Abuse ofStudents' Rights
By Deirdre A. Hussey
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The .Director of Security at Yark
College resigned last June claiming
. By' Helen McFarlane
/".
CityUniversitySecurityDirector,Jose
Baruch's Career Services
Elique, wasestablishing policies that
Center has been reorganized due
w o u l d v i o l a t e s t u d e n t s ' c o n s t i t u t i o n a l : . c to its poor performance- in its
right to freedom of speech.
primary area of responsibitity:
In his letter of resignation, Wm== prepar ing students with the
stonA Burrows, Director ofS e c u r i t y - appropriate skills for finding
at York College for over 17 years,
ce employment. According to
states that in a directors meeting in
Provost Cronholm, Prfs. Meyers and Beone addrees students at
Samuel Johnson, Vice President
.Goverance
Charter
Forum.
N ovemher
1
. 0 f 1995 Elique and his
of Student Development, (in
deputy Martin Rodini proposedthata
whose charge the Center has
fee between $5,500 to $7,500 would be
.
.•.
been placed since this past sumassessed to each campus whenever
mer), reorganization was a must
.
By Josep M. Ma
h
SAFE
t e
Team is dispatched. This
at Career Services because unproposal, according to Burrrows, was
Ab
derprevious leadership it had
intended to give Elique control over the cha
been "under-funded, underdewho spoke-on campuses.
Yeloped, and antiquated-not
This fee was proposed following
organized in a way to do busithe incidents during BlackSolidarity
ness in the nineties."
Day at York College on November 6~·· the Day Session Student
vern- elude Colle e, School, and DepartMaintenance of the status
1995. Student organi?-el"S ofthe day~entand Evening Ses··' tudent mental, hire,·promote, give raises quo, by measuring success by
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committees for they feel it isnec----th1!n~tg~dtlle'~'~; -'.. -.-~.
'~:"'-,·.~,u :_~ __ ,.~~•..:.._~ __:.. --, - 'eSs8ry_tbat~stlideii{s-s1i<>'!J:~P~fi"='Dr. Thomas Minter
instructed to
The GOvernance Charter, which ticipate in -the hiring and promocancel the events of the day. The is the constitution of Baruch Col- tion of professors.
SAFE Team W8$then:~dedto lege, is up for review due to the
Said DSSG President David
arriveoncampusthemOmingofBl&ck elimination ofthe School of Educa- Kinzelberg, "Currently we have
Solidarity Day to keep Muhammad tion and the inception ofthe School
offcampusandpermitonlyYorkCoI- of Public, Affairs. The problems
continued on page 2

concrete· results, has been, one
..._ , _.
-am:o,,8' .. sJewe€·,··· ~
many. U rider J oh~risojf's "leader.:.
ship, there is a new system in
place, which is more focused on
student preparation.
Responsibilities have been
shuffled, and new personnel
continued on page 5
have been hired. Dr. Patricia
~~~~~~~!!i!!~~~~~~e~~~~~~~!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~Imbimbo
is the new director of
the Career Development Center. She comes to the position
with a Ph.D. in counseling psychology and has worked as a
counselor at Baruch for over
eight years. Dr. Richard Brody,
who served as Director at Ca~R
reer Services, has been made
Pre Professor of Career. Devel.t~ 0/.:
opment; he works with all student organizations,such as
By Genna Kim
clubs and societies linked with
Student government leaders
According to George,
a discipline.
are moving forward with a pro- one of the problems with
continued on page 4
posal that would increase students' the hiring process is that
influence in the hiring and deter- the teaching staff does not
mination of tenure of Baruch fac- reflect the ethnic diversity
ulty. The President of Evening of the student population.
... Editorial
. 6
Session StudentAssembly (ESSA) ''It's -interesting to note that
believes student representationon 70% ofBaruch students are
the Personnel and Budget Com- non-white," said George.
Letters/Op-Eds...~ ... 7
mittee-responsible for naming "Our teaching staff doesn't
teaching positions-would provide reflect that less than 3()0~
a stronger academic environment of the faculty are nonK I Geo . Pres'd
fESSA'
Business..............••. 9
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and greater student participation. w 1 e.
.Another problem with our fae- you can teach me something that I
Kyle George, ESSA president,
Features
. 13
maintains that this move coupled ulty, according to George and Craig can relate to. Students are not rewith additional measures will al- Jeffrey, an ESSArepresentative, is ally going to learn anythingifwhat
low students to achieve greater that "professors are Harvardgradu- they learn has no relevance in
~~
. 23
ates
who
oftentimes
fail
to
regard
their
lives."
academic and occupational sucHowever, as Dr. Samuel
cess. Known as P&B, the Person- students' backgrounds and experi. 32
nel and Budget Committee is a ences as part of their educational Johnson,theVicePre~identofStu -~~()~
highly influential committee with process." "It doesn't matter ifyou're dent Development; pointed out,
Next isssue: Dec. 11
no student representative at the most gifted academic," said
continued on page 2
George. "All that matters is that
Ad Deadline: Dec. 4
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Students Demand Say
On Hiring of Faculty

ESSA Claims Students Have No Voice
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~ ESSA and DSSG Demand Student Representation on Budget Committee
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continued from the front page
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"the measure of a good profes~ sor is not always how well he teaches,
~ but more often how successful an
~

.

'

Jeffrey, 'We want the P&B to deal Medgar Evers and Borough .of is or is not issued O.K." Ultimately,
with some attrition and reten:tion Manhattan Community College.
College administrators have the fiproblems because that.may have an
But for Baruch, George and nal say in who gets hired, according
": academic he is. Even the worst pro- effect in decreasing the rosters in
Jeffrey have a long way to go be- to George.
.
~ fessors can remain on staff if they
student enrollment. in the new year." fore students are allowed to serve
But under George's proposal,
~ keep on publishing," According to
For the Spring of 1997, in the P &B. First, they have to the hiring process can be more reE
.
Q)
George and Jef- present this proposal to the mem- flective of the students' concerns. In
o
frey are plan- bers of the Governance Charter conjunctjon with the College offining to present a which must be approved by a ma- cials, the students, as Jeffrey exproposal to the jority vote. Once this proposal is plained, "will bring in the professors
Governance approved, it must then be "enu- that we want to see" at the departCharter for al- merated in the language of the mental level. Then, at the school
lowing two stu- Governance Charter," said Jeffrey. level, "we will reject the professors
dents from any It will specifically state, for ex- that we don't want and hire the ones
of the three ample, that "there shall be two stu- that we want to keep," said Jeffrey.
school popula- dents to serve in the P&B from the Finally, at the college level, accordtions-graduate, departmental level," added Jeffrey. ing to Jeffrey, "We will make sure
day
under- Then, they will elaborate their that the two levels get approved afgraduate and plans on the P&B, calling for stu- ter the initial approval."
evening under- dent representation at all three
With the P&B issue as their
graduate-to levels of Baruch's organizational core agenda, George and Jeffrey are
serve in the hierarchy-at the department, also pushing for other measures
P&B. "Our goal school and college levels. "It' s im- that they insist will improve the
in P&B is an portant to have student input in quality ofstudent life and education
overall thrust to all three levels ofP&B because we at Baruch. Their agenda consists
improve
the have to make sure that our input of the following: the implementa. whole institu- is not run over by the higher level," tion of Academic Certification Extion of CUNY," explained Jeffrey.
aminations whose high scores, they
._said Jeffrey. InCurrently, the process of hir- claim, will validate the quality of
~deed, students
ing new faculty members starts at CUNY education; the extension of
eare
already the departmental level where the library hours till midnight and 24~serving in P&B initial recruiting and interviewing hour access to the library during the
-9at CUNY insti- takes place. The department then exam weeks; the offering of more Satc
.
. ~tutIons such as goes to a higher administration au- urday classes; the administering of
John
. Jay, thority such as the School of ''Immigration Watchdogs" to inform
Busineess for further approval. and advise international students on
Provost Lois Cronholm listens as students voice opinions about
"Above that is the college-wide ever-changing immigration laws and
lack of student representation at one of the two Governance
level," said Jeffrey, ''where the sug- the compilation ofscholarships in one
Charter Farums. (above)
gestions made from the department all inclusive document.

s

~

Professor Barasch ofthe English Department states that student
should be fighting for more plausible causes like the expected
budget cuts in Governor's Pataki's upcoming budget. (right)

. ...,

Administration Holds Forum
On New Governance Charter
continued from the front page

faculty who are unable to
share their knowledge with
students due to their lack of interpersonal skills."
The Governance Charter
Commission is headed by the
Chairman of the Speech Department, Bob Myers, Provost
Lois Cronholm, and Professor
Leona Beone. This commission
does not vote on the Go·vernance Charter itself, but rather
has been set up to take into
consideration students' concerns.
..:::
The first meeting, held
~ on Tuesday, November 12, was
§ sparsely filled, and the only
~ representation from the stu~ dent
population
was
~

Kinzelberg. Also in attendance
at the November 12 meeting
were members of the faculty,
some of whom were not present
at the November 14 meeting.
,
The next meeting, which
IS tentatively scheduled for December 3, is not an open forum
meeting as the first two were ,
meaning that no questions will
be taken from the public.
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Esteemed CEO Addresses Select Group of Students
By Ivanna Garibaldi
President
Matthew
.tioldstein welcomed the crowd
gathered at The University
Club last Tuesday in the first
session of the 1996-1997 season
of Baruch's Business .For'ums.
These forums encourage the
close interaction between some
of the city's top executives representing several corporations,
Baruch faculty and students.
The four-urns are, in the
administration's mind, a wonderful opportunity for business
students to meet. and share
some insights on current trends
in the corporate world.
Tuesday's guest speaker
was Sidney Harman, Chairman
and Chief Executive Officer
of the Harman International
Industries, Inc. Harman emphasized in his speech the impor·tance of the Business School's
commitment to the Liberal
Arts. According to Harman, in
many cases top business executives fail to see the "whole picture" and understand how "everythingworks", lacking a
broader sca le of understanding.
Too many times workers concentrate on their sole operative
skills without taking into con; sideratlon the larger ~.spects

By Genna Kirn
In recognition of his exemplary reporting on diversity
issues, this year's third-place
Bess Myerson Campus J ournalism Award was awarded to
Darren Hartley, a senior majoring in journalism/creative writing, for an excerpt from his 1995
Ticker article on Julla Wright.
At the Marriot Marquis Hotel
on November 8, the three recipients were selected by a panel of
distinguished journalists and
received by news anchor Dan
Rather.
Bess Myerson, a former
Miss America, has collaborated
with the Anti-Defamation
League since her crowning in
1945. In conjunction with the
League, Myerson created her
Campus Journalism Award to
recognize outstanding student
work in the genre of inter-group.
relations and diversity issues.
As advocates for. racial
. 'tolerance and cooperation, both
Myerson and the ADL have
said in a report put out by the
League that they "hope to increase awar-eness of positive
developments in inter-group
relations, encourage students to
think critically about issues of
racial, ethnic and 'religious tolerance, and to express their
ideas on these topics in a sensitive and insightful manner."
"I was happy for myself
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surrounding the success of a
business.
. Harman noted the existence of what was once "the old
social contract" in most corporations where the company
would give t he worker "as little
as the worker gives".
He ·
ontrasted this view with his
idea under which his own company operates-"More for
More." He believes that if one
honors workers and the opportunities available for them in
the workplace, they will respond.He attested to the success of this approach by 'citing
that his company's revenue has
quadrupled and efficiency and
productivity have increased
greatly as a result of this innovative management style.
A fervid arts enthusiast,
Harman said, "I believe there is
a time in industry for poets",
adding, "the arts are contributing to business more than ever
before". He expressed his views
on some of the alarming trends
in the business environment, "I
decry the wide disregard for
writing" he stated.
Harman described writing
as a wonderful opportunity to
"fill that bl ank -page in o ur

minds". It is a quality he values very much, but now sees decomposing gradually in the fast
corporate environment.
According to Harman,
managerial executives often
lack the power of "closure" .He
mentioned that many high-level
workers have difficulty bringing
something to a finite conclusion
due to. the existing incessant
delays. He related this concept
of closure to Shakespeare by asserting that, "I believe there are
intimations about closure and
completion in this writer's
words ...". In many cases indio
viduals get caught up in numbers, sudden delays and other
factors that prevent them from
reaching concrete, definite conclusions.
Harman then went on to
sha re his insights as to what
constitutes the ideal way of
managing others and how a
worker should respond from an
ethical point of view in order to
enable the smooth running of a
corpor.ation. Again,
he quoted
.
another famous figure of the
literary world, Mencius
when he said, "To each of us
there is a challenge, a gre-at
equilibrium between the b.ead
.

and the heart must exist". He
co
noted that he is passionately
co
0)
convinced that Liberal Arts
majors can and must do well in
a corporate environment because "they have so much tooffer; a different perspective unparalleled by anything else". He
also pointed out that he does not
believe in large corporate
boards and that he's a firm supporter of all workers regardless
of their background, "Twothirds of my corporation's board
members are women", he noted.
Harman also described the numerous incentive programs offered to workers in his company
including: stock o.ptions, bonuses, cost-saving sharings and
free schooling on the company's
time.
Harman's corporation is
also involved in many culturally-oriented programs that
serve to enhance and promote
the appreciation for the Liberal
Arts. By offering gifts to art
schools, .and organizing and
sponsoring concerts, his company is successful in promoting
its unique perspective on the
i.mpo'rt ance of Arts and H umanities' role in the business and
corporate 4i!D viro~D;l:~n.~~,~ ,.
~
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Day Session Student Govrnment President David Kinzelberg states
student government position which demands student representation
and voting power on the Personnel and Budget Committee. (below)
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as well as for the Ticker and
.the college publication team,"
said Hartley. "A lot of editors,
photographers, and writers put
in a lot of time so they deserve
a paton the back, for myself,
for the Ticker and the journal.
»
Ism program.
Since his piece on Julia
Wright-a politically active journalist currently work ing on a
memoir about her father, the
celebrated writer Richard
Wright-Hartley has not had opportunity to write much in recent months. BU:t he regards
this piece as one of his best
works. ".I was proud to be recognized for this piece in particular because it was the one that
I took most seriously," he said.
Aside from learning
more about her legendary father, Hartley discovered the essence of journalism through
Julia Wright. As ·he wrote in
the winning excerpt: "Whether
a writer chooses to use the tradit.ionafly structured approach
of journalism or the less restrictive and more creative approach
to fiction, the desire to discover
truth is the main impetus. The
realization of truth becomes the
ultimate reward. Wright, a
Paris-based journalist and ·political analyst who specializes
in African and African-American Affairs, has striven to un-
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Darren Hartley, winner ofthird-place Bess Myerson Campus Journalism Award

cover and display the truths of
the Black experience."
.
Indeed, Hartley shares
the same desires as Julia, and
thus Richard Wright, to eradicate the misconceptions a bout
the Black experience. As· he
puts it, ~I learned that the experiences of people of color
abroad are similar to those in
the U.S. There is the same desire to analyze issues involving
the Black experience and to put
out information so that people
understand the .Black experience.· The first step to tolerance
is understanding."

Changing people's biases
about the Black experience will
not be easy, but the bottom line,
according to Hartley, is that
"journalists are solely interested 'in preserrting the facts
and ali you can do is bring your
culture and history to light and
hopefully they ·won't have the
same misconceptions about
your culture then."
"Misinformation knows
no color and it confuses and
causes fear, and fear totally
stunts any opportunity for
progress or understanding,"
Hartley said.
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Career Services ReorganizedAfter
Escaping Retrenchment
continued from the front page
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Indications of the redirected
~ effort, which Johnson describes as
or"electing to change the fundamental character of the service," can be
found in the new willingness to follow through on feedback received
from recruiters. According to
Johnson, many recruiters feel that
Baruch students are technically
well equipped, but lack the necessary "polish." As a result, Career
Services has begun "developing and
implementing programs of sociocultural worth." This means the introduction of events such as mock
banquets and other affairs promoting" :'social grace."
Another result of the reor-

~ .

.....

These staffers were essenganization is a leap into the computer age. A Career Services web tially "being paid to give students
site has already been established information and organize careerand there are future plans for e- . related events, as well as host on
mail service. We had to "shut it campus recruitment," Johnson asdown and build it back up, while serted, when they should have been
still being careful to stay connected more training-oriented and have
with students," states Johnson.
offered more counseling.
The mandate for shutting it
While one employee elected
down came with CUNYs spring '96 to retire even after most of the budbudget, which included cuts that get cuts had been rescinded, two
were later rescinded. As Johnson decided to return but in different
explains. before this change of capacities. Yet Johnson remains
policy came from the governor's of- frustrated that negative rurriors
fice, he had "already decided on re- about the reorganization at Career
trenchment for three very highly Services and the reassigned adrni npaid positioned staffers" as a ist.ra to rs persist.
means of compensating for budget
Additional reporting WQ::; furnished
cuts.
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You are cordially invited to
hear Baruch students
compete for prizes in the

First Annual Fall
Speech Festival

\/ :' -.•• l

. December 5, 1996
TIME: 12:30 - 2:30 PM
PLACE: Skylight Room
(room 306)
17 Lexington Avenue
Refreshments will be servec
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Day Session Student Government (see above under Day Session Student Government)
Evening Session Student .Association: essa@SCSu.sitea.baruch.cuny.edu
Graduate Student Assembly; gsa@Scsu.sitea.baruch.cuny .edu
Hillel Foundation of New York: hillel_foundation@Scsu.sitea.baruch.cuny.edu
Newman Catholic Center: newman:...center@scsu.sitea.baruch.cuny.ei4i_---Student Computer Services Unit: Scsu@SCSu.sitea.baruch.cuny.edu
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Dr. Carl A.ylman, Director of Student-Lite: carl_ayiman@SCSu.sitea.baruch.cuny.edu
DebbieBick, ~~iate.D~~r;~fSt.~de!1t.Life:debbie_bick@SCSu.sitea.baruch.cuny.edu
Lisa Goldstein; Director of FreslUnan Orientation:1isa-iOldstem.@SCSu.sitea.baruch.cuny.edu
Dr-. Samuel JOhnson,Viee President, for Student Development/Dean of Students: sam...iohnson®SCsu.sitea.baruch.cuny.edu
.Dr; carlKirschnertAssi8tant·~ano fStUdent8:carl.Jcirschner@scsu.sitea.baruch.cuny.edu
SharonLai, Assistant'I>freCtor,. Offi¢.eof Stu~eJ:lt'Life: sharon.Jai@SCsu.sitea.baruch.cuny.edu
Luz Rodrigliez, Office ofSttident- Life:luz_l'()drigue~8C$u.sitea.baruch.cuny.edu
Marcy.Roe, .Office of: Student Life: marcy~roe@scSu.sitea.baruch.cuny. edu
Jeanette Shuck, Office ·ofStU~ent:I.Jife:jean~tte~shuck@scsu.sitea.Qaruch.cuny.edu
Dr. MarkSpergel, .Director,of Evening and Graduate Student Services: mark_spergel@SCsu.sitea.baruch.cuny.edu
Susan White~ Office of Student Life:susan_white@scsu.sitea.barucb.cuny.edu
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nrJ~onald'·Aaro:n,"ABsOciate Dean-of Students: ron.:.-aaron@Scsu.sitea.baruch.cuny.edu
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The Graduate Voice: the-P'aduate_voice@scsu.sitea.baruch.cuny.edu
The Reporter: the~reporter@scsu.sitea.baruch.cuny
.edu
The "Ticker: thELticker@SCsu:Bitea.baruch.cuny.edu
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Day Session Student Government! ,dssg@listserver.scsu.sitea.baruch.cuny.edu
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Note: TosubSCribe.toalistserver, send an e.m.ai:1m~geto thelistserver aeich-ess shown above with SUBSCRffiE as the Subject.
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Baruch !"'tollege: http://bbweb.sitea.baruch:cuny.edul
Baruch College School of Business: http://bus.baruch.cuny.ed~
City University of New York: http://www.cuny.edul .
.
Student Development and C:ounceling:http://scsu.sitea.baruch.cuny.edu
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exemplary academic standing arc encouraged to
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apply: MIS, Computer Science, Engineering,

~74i4:"D~
This directory is maintained by the Student Computer Services Unit (SCSU), and published by The Ticker as a public se~ce. The SCSU was
created by the Bernard ,M. Baruch College Association, Inc. to provide organizations fu~dedb~ the College AsS~I~tlOn.Wlt~ co~puter-related
services. To submit Baruch College related e-mail information, questions, or to report difficulties, errors, or omissions In this directory, please ~end
e-mail to scsu@SCsu.sitea.baruch.cuny.edu. Please note that due to the limited nature of the SCSU's mandate and reso~ces, the SCSU does not.
provide services (such as e-mail accounts, and dial-up connections, and Internet access) to the genera~ Colleg~ community. ~so, ~lease note that
due to the space_limitations of this page, the featured department section will be published on a rotating baSIS, and at the discretion of the SCSU
and The Ticker.

Telecommunications and Math, as we II as Liberal
Arts majors with minors in Computer Science. In
addition, we seek students who have taken
computer-related courses and have a strong
knowledge of C/ C++ language, PC Workstations
and LAN.

-

\j'

We will contact qualified candidates'
to be interviewed at our office in New York on December 7, 1996.
Please send orfax resumes by December 2, 1996 to:
Linette Zapanta
Goldman, Sachs & Co.

Information Technology Department
85 Broad Street, 14th Floor
New York, NY 10004
Fax: (212) 346-3119

.»

Coldman Sadh. an c<ju.l1 0Plx>rtunity employer, do(,'s not disaiminatl" in
cml'lo:'mcnt on any basis that is prohihit<"d hy k"(lcral, state or ICKallaw.
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Tues·•• December athru Thur's.,· O.cember5
11:00 am·· 7:00·pm '
,

Goldman
Sac,hs

For more information, please visit our
Web Site at: http://\'\"ww.gs.com/
E-rnail: gs-tLchjobs@gs.con1
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Baruch College
Early Learning center, Inc.
presents

Security At York

budget cuts. Elique was named. Dicontinued from front page
lege J.D. holders on campus. Fol- 'rector of Security and Public Safety in
lowing students protest, which in- 1991. as Reynolds's office moved to
cluded Muhammad, and the arrest of overhaul security. In 1995, he formed
at least one student, Dr. Minter al- the SAFE Team, a 30 officer unitlowed Muhammad on campus fearing on call 24 hours a day to handle spea confrontation between students and cial events, but to date has primarily
SAFE Team members. Muhammad been used to monitor and detain stuspoke for an hour and left the campus dent activism.
According to a letter by Elique
without any incidents,
According to Burrows, Elique to New York City Police in 1994, he
was upset that Minter had allowed requested that the SAl'E Team be
Muhammad on campus and Minter's trained and available for Sprine }095
decision that SAFE Team members "since the University ant!r~rr"t('-;': ";: '.
arrive on campus unarmed. Accord- there be demonstrations «t th., .: x-:'
ing to Burrows, he heard Elique corn- puses during that period." ,.c\r·;:Xlrdlng
moot to Rodini, "He is in for a surprise, to inforn- auon provided by Reynolds's
and he better get used to guns on cam- officet, date the SAFE Team mcmpus." Two SAFE Team members ar- her has.been activated only 9 times,
four of ",+ich h::;. VB been student prorived at York carrying firearms.
CUNY is currently spen~~ng tests. Als - the Universit)'_denies alleBooks for children from infancy to 6th grade. Prices .;::z.rt at $3.00 !
$30 million a year on security) the g a t i o n s , ~e Team members
funding for which comes out of the monitor stadent ofI ~mpu::: activities,
Books make great Chanukah. Kwanzaa and Chrisbnas gifts!
University oPeratingbudget, the focal despite SAFE Team Mem~rs notes
.Proceeds to benefit the Baruch College Child Care program.
~iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii--iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii--iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii--iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii~!• point of Governor George E. P a taki's that prove otherw"i5e.
"
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All college students at some point in their studies go
~ through the experience ofbeing taught by a bad professor
~ and wind up not learning much from that professor. One
should not be surprised when students are frustrated
over the fact that such professors remain in tenure while
more effective pedagogues are dismissed from the college,
Out of this frustration among the Baruch student
body, an initiative has developed, instigated by the
leadership ofthe student governments, to include student
representatives on the school's Budget and Personnel
committees, While the students' voice on these committees w?uld assist the student body in shaping its own
education ~y determining which members of the faculty
'would be discharged and who would stay, the extent to
,:hich thi~ voice would really playa role is highly questionable, SInce one or two votes on each ofthe committees
do n~t ~onst~tute a majority. Members of the faculty and
admirristra.tion could readily outvote the students on
every comrnittee level, leaving students who are most
directly affected by personnel and budgetdecisions, with
only nominal powers.
Ins~ead of pursuing the futile cause of student representation on P&B, the leaders of the Baruchian student
governments ought to regroup their forces and focus more
cl.osely on batt.ling for every cent in the state's budget for
higher education, because, in the end, the quality of our
education will depend upon how much money is available
for its funding.
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" So why mention
Baruch with these
illustrious
schools?"

ground to other surging Institu- .
tions. Gerrity realized' that students could contribute to the
changing environment demanded
by potential employers.
Now Wharton students sit
on, and regularly participate in
virtually every committee; having a voice in everything from
curriculum reform to facilities
planning. Their Dean says ''We
have 6,000 to 7,000 hours ofwork
experience sitting around here.
We would be fools not to capture
that talent and put it to work."
Baruch may not have that
many hours of student work experience, but between Evening,
Day and Graduate students, there
is a tremendous wealth of diversity and talent. AS I told the
forum chairs, Provost Gronholm,
and the Governance Commission
Members, let us not be remiss.
We have a common misson: the
improvement of our institution.
Let's not squander the resources
in our midst because ofa commitment to an anachronistic operating model that has killed many
AmeriCan corporations too comomitted to old techniques.
Now that you have read this
let's try, it one more time:
Baruch, Wharton, Columbia,
Michigan, Sloan, Harvard. Now
we know how to make this grouping a reality!

LE'T'SDO THE DAMN JOB OURSELVES!
By Coby L. Herd
Here we go again. Demands by
representatives of various student
organizations to have a say in which
of their professors can pick up a
paycheck, smacks of infantilism! As
mentioned two weeks ago in the
Ticker by his ampleness Dean
Johnson, "the truth is that college is
not a democracy," nor in this upper
junior's (carrying a 3.87 GPA) opinion, should it become one. I am
reminded of that by a conversation
heard in the elevator one aftrnoon in
which a coalition of students were
garnering support from their fellow
delinquints in support ofa boycott of
the passing in of a term paper due
that day. The head of this little
insurgency (Rikers class of 95? and
carrying a 59.5 with great difficulty
this semester) was of the opinion
that the professor didn't-come up to
his pedagogical standards and would
surely retreat under the onslaught.
My rejoiner, "Go back to Junior College, kid. We have work to do here."
"Work" is the buzzword today.
That's really what we're here for.
Thepreponenta ofchange should realize that the Administration Aristocracy doesn't want or need our
help in the running of their orga-

nization. They can screw it up
themselves without us. To affect real change we need to
come up with better systems
of
making
Baruch
a
moneymaker. After all, we're
a business school and business
aligns with CASH-OLA!
A working program to dissipate the outsourcing that
goes on at all CUNY campuses
would go a long way toward
proving to the business community
that
BARUCH
MEANS BUSINESS! NY Tech
has one of the best Hospitality
programs in the nation; let
then run the cafeterias.
Baruch is supposed to have
one of the best accounting programs around; let them do the
books for student governments
CUNY, wide! Need some printing? Which one of the 17 campuses "have graphic arts programs and can accomodate
your needs? And I'll bet they'd
love t¥e,tra cash. If we're 80
smart how come we can't come
up with REAL changes that
need to be ·q~de, to· ~nefit
Baruch and,the community as
a wh,ole., That's real change!

Deans in the world.
At a well attended (approximately 80 students) Thursday afternoon open forum on the upcoming Governance Charter revision,
students highlighted their ideas
for effective areas of inclusion. We
requested student representation
on Personnel and Budget CommitteeSl'hese committees make decisions on the hiring and granting of
tenure to .faculty. Actions in this
area can help propel the improvement of curriculum, status and
performance. The in(:lu~on of students in the process is wholly consistent with the goals ofan improving educational environment.
As I stated that afternoon,
Baruch's career and goal oriented
students have'the same aim of
Baruchs faculty.. For selfish reaThe opinions expressed on the Exhale pages are those of~h~ individual writers, and do not necessarily represent the opinions of The Ticker editorial
staff~ The Ticker accept» only typewritten and signed opinion pieces of no more than .750 words from Baruch COliege students. Publication of Exhale
articles is contingent upon an editorial board vote. Letters must be no more that 350 words, typewritten ·and signed. Unaignedletters will not be
p ublished: _ Houieuer, when appropriate, names will be withheld upon request. Writers should provide day and evening telephone numbers. All
, submissions are subject to editing for space and clarity. Address all opinion pieces and letters to the Exhale editor.
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ETHNIC HOSTILITIES SET TO BRING BACK COLONIALISM

(I)
~

!\)

CA~ITALISTSWILL PLUNDER AFRICA IN THE GUISE OF PEACE KEEPING

-'"

~

C

•
~ By Tony Bello-Giwah
as
'

The
. ethnic wars that have
W plagued Rwanda, Burundi and
CD Uganda have now metastasized to
~ Zaire. Fighting is raging between
.... government troops, militias and
the Zairean Tutsi rebels. .
The Banyamulenge, are ethnic
Tutsis who settled in Zaire over
two centuries ago. Most arrived
from Rwanda in the 1920's and
1950's under Belgian colonial rule
to settle in north Kivu district and
seek economic opportunity. The
Tutsi settlers constitute the bulk
of the rebels who are at war with
the Zairean army and militias.The
Banyarwanda are a combination
of Hutus and Tutsis who were
caught up in Zaire after the borders were re-drawn by the colonial
powers. The Bangilima and MaiMai are the main militia groups
who are vehemently against the
presence of Hutus and Tutsis in
Zaire. The Mai-Mai claim they possess black powers that turn bullets
into water.
The cause of the stand-off is
varied. The Zairean government
and militias have been displeased
with ethnic Tutsis and Hutu refugees in the eastern part of Zaire
and there has been a massive move
to push them out and deny them
s:

x

"Zairean soldiers
have lootedthe.
offices ofUnicef
and the Red Cross."
their citizenship rights. There is
also an intention on the part of
Ugandan and Tutsi led governments in Burundi and Rwanda to

end the government ofMobutu Sese
Seko, who has ruled Zaire unchallenged with a iron fist since 1965.
He has siphoned billions of dollars
from the country's copper fields to
Switzerland, where he is receiving
treatment for prostate cancer.
Another cause of the conflict is
believed to be the intention of the
Tutsi led government in Rwanda
. and Burundi, and the Zairean government to shut down Hutu refugee camps in Zaire, where it is

"Over one million
Hutu refugees live
in camps."

•

,

militia were routed and most of
them fled to neighboring Zaire. Now
Burundi and Rwanda have Tutsi
controlled governments and last
year civil warbroke out inBurundi,
in which about 500,000 Tutsis were
killed.
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What Motivates the U.S. Federal Government
To Finance Social Programs?

'~

U.N. peace
keeping force

By Victoria Esposito . '
The U.S. Federal Govern-

shouldbe sent
immediately to
protect safe
corridors. "

men~ has greatly expanded its

tionship with China and encourage the Chinese to distance
themselves from other govern-

role In. the development and financing of social policies since
1900. Two social policies in
~'••••
which this expansion is evident
are narcotics control and the CO
I,S
deinstitutionalization of the
mentally ill.
Prior to 1900,
social policy making in these
two areas was viewed by the
courts to be the responsibility of
the individual states. Although
federal involvement has increased during the 20th century,
the policies and legislation
implemented thus far have yet
. bl e, compre h ent o ac hiieve VIa
sive solutions.
.
Comprehensive federal leg- ments with imperialistic deislation in narcotics control was SIgns.
initiated in part due to the deHowever, the cooperation of
sire to promote U.S. economic other nations was necessary
in terests abroad, particularly in since opium trade was internaChina. The U.S. wanted to open . tional, with much of the supply
the .Chj.nes.e market to Ameri- originating from the British
can products. To accomplish . colony of India. It was difficult
this~-the U---.S.•__offeredto.pzovide.. to persuade. nafions..... to... enact
the Chinese: government with . strict narcotics Iawa when the
humanitarian aid. by assisting U.S. had no federal legislation
the Chinese' with their opium of its own. Because of this, many
problem in exchange for more attempts were made at enactrelaxed trade policies. By pre- ing federal legislation without
sent ing the U.S. as a country violating the Constitution. In
motivated to improve Chinese 1909, the Foster Bill which was
quality of life, the· Americans introduced in 1909 by narcotics
hoped to develop a close rela- control advocate Dr. Hamilton

the ability to
t I d·
n ro
rugs
also impeded by the
fact that the United
States has apowerfu 1 undergro und
economy that operates around drug
trade."

suspected Hutu rebels operate from
The fighting in Zaire has trigagainst Rwanda.
Over one mil- gered a mass exodus of thousands
lion Hutu refugees have lived in of people. Food and water is scarce
camps in eastern Zaire since 1994, as supply routes are cut by the
when they escaped from Rwanda rebels. The threat ofcholera is loomin fear of reprisal after the mass mg.
killings oftutsis. Hutus form about
The way to stop this crisis is
85% of the population in Barundi first of all to separate two tribes
and Rwanda where ethnic conflicts from cohabitation in a given area
between these two tribes have been There must be a significant effort
long-standing. The Tutsis, who to prevent these conflicts even beprobably originated from Ethiopia, fore they start.
have dominated the Hutus for cenA UN peace keeping force
turies. In Rwanda, a 1959 civil war should be sent immediately to protruncated Tutsi power and many tect safe corridors necessary for
. fled into exile, some into Zaire. In the free movement of food and refBarundi, an unsuccessful Hutu up- uges. Unfortunately, African peace
rising in 1972-73 left over 160,000 keepers have failed woefully in
people dead. On April .6, 1994, their effort to preserve peace in
Rwandan president, Habyarimani, African trouble spots like Liberia.
Ethnic differences have not
and president Cyprien Ntaryamira
of Burundi (both Hutus) were killed fostered harmony in Africa, and
in a mysterious plane crasli. This Afr-icans must realize that conincident unleashed a massive wave tinued ethnic hostilities will
of carnage in which over 200,000 bring back colonialism in the
people,mainly Tutsis,were butch- guise of peace keeping.
ered by Hutu marauders. The Hutu

TO ALL HISPANIC STUDENTS

Wright. The Foster Bill sought
Even though the federal govto control drug traffic through ernment has dramatically inthe federal powers of taxation creased its involvement in the conby requiring drug dealers to pay trol ofnarcotics traffic since 1900,
taxes. However, legal retail drug the problem of supply and detrades expressed strong opposi- mand for drugs still remains.
tion and the bI·II was defeated.
E n tiIre countrtes
.
1.
re Iy upon the
An expanded federal role I·n·Income 0 f 1ill ega I d rug 'exports to
narcotics control was also ne- the US, a clear example being
cessitated by the ineffectiveness Columbia, South America. Also,
of the states to enforce their the ability to control drugs is also
individual narcotics laws. Even impeded by the fact that the
though one state might have a United States has a powerful unstrict narcotics law, surround- derground economy that operates
ing states were not obligated to around drug trade.
abide by it. Further, most state
The broadening of federal powlegialation had large loopholes ers by the Supreme Court after
which allowed patent medicine 1900 was not restricted to the
manufacturers to easily obtain control of substances. The role of
exemptions for certain quanti- the federal government also exties of narcotics in their prod- panded into areas of social welucts. .
fare such as care for the mentally
The Harrison Act was the ill. The need to solve this probjewel of federal drug contro11eg- 1em overrode -the federal resisislation and its broad police pow- tance for assuming responsibility.
ers were upheld by the Supreme for indigent.
Court in 1919. Current federal
Thefh.. at'tem~-to eJStablisn
narcotics legislation is still federal· [u'nding to improve the
.~f!~~.~,.l}-'pc?~tb is p reoederrt. The condition of the state mental hos.. Federal Bureati of Nareorics was' . pit~ils-faned~' In'1854~- Dorothea
established in the 1930s to en- Dix lobbied for the use of revforce the Harrison Act. Then in enues from federal land sales for
1956, the draconian Narcotics this purpose. However, PresiControl Act was enacted which dent Pierce did not want to set a
imposed the death penalty for precedent by which the federal
selling heroin to minors and government would assume remaximum sentences on first conContinued on Page 11
victions.
1
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Talk To Adam, The~ Reply To Suite 20-30:
Can You Still Afford To Be Discriminatory?

By Angel Ramos
What would you say about
a club in Baruch that has participated in a Hispanic Heritage month lecture/dance demonstration, an entrepreneur
workshop, a two-part resume
writing workshop, a career
placement workshop, a canned
food drive, a multicultural dinner and TWO parties so far this
semester? Would you say it was
a club that was all about parties? Or would you' say it was a
diverse club that offers it's
members a wealth of activities.
I'd reckon it is the latter, and
considering the facts I hope you
would too. Inexplicably though,
a "handful" of people in this
college, students and faculty
alike, disagree. They say tha t
these clubs exist as nothing
more than party clubs, that
they are not serious. These
. "handful" of people seek to create their own club in order to
better serve the needs of His-

panic students. The "party" masses. To cater to their needs.
clubs in question are L.A.Y., I find it more important to hear
L.A.S.O. and of course the ulti- the voices of the many, even if
mate in corruption, P.R.I.D.E. it isn't the voice of my own,
Now of course these clubs than the ideas of a "handful ''. A
shouldn't need to worry about good leader seeks out the opinthis "handful" of people because ions of their constituency and
this type of banter has been implements plans to carry out
going on for years; and for all their wishes, not huddle up with
those years these clubs have a handful of people in some secontinued to enjoy a large mem- cluded location to talk about
bership and stage many events what they feel is the right diwhile the "handful" have held rection for the Hispanic, or any
their little meetings. Is it right student who wishes to join, a
to think that the opinion of a place to go for a var-ie ty of ac"handful" outweigh those of a tivities. Not an office far away
larger amount of students? from the student center where
That type of thinking is the rea- we can talk about problems and
son why we have had our stu- not do anything about it. That
dent center location moved from is a severe waste of time and
22nd St. to 26th St. It is t lie erier gy . We believe in a more
logic behind the grid schedule positive, productive direction
change. It fuel's the thought for our club. Yes, we can party
tha t a "handful" can choose with the best of them, but why
which professor attains tenure should we be ostracized for beand which doesn't. As one of ing able to enjoy ourselves.
Life shouldn't always be
the leaders of these clubs, my
mentality is to listen to the boring, why should our club be?

I challenge anyone who feels
our clubs just party to substantia te their claims with real facts
and not fatuous assumptions.
Considering the truth, that
would be as fu tile as their meetings 'have proven to be over the
years. Basically, I feel that
these clubs are the best thing
going. They are not perfect,
but we learn as we go along,
from our mistakes and our
members, but the point is that
we are there, and are more than
a handful. Come and party in
room 1432 and see the facts for
yourself.

Angel Ramos is currently the interim P.R.I.D.E. President.

By HungTran
Discrimination is an age-old
scheme used by employers to exclude prospective employees from
attaining the job of their choice,
or from getting promoted to a
higher paying and power-wielding job. This has led to widespreading investigations on firms
suspected of discriminating
against its employees. In many
cases, it also resulted in fines,
forced resignations, and even incarcerations of CEOs of in-bigname companies.
According to an article written by Thomas F. D'Amico in the
may 1987 edition of American Economic Review entitled, "The Conceit of Labor Market Discrimination", discrimination was, "generally understood to exist when
some superficial characteristics
(skin pigmentation, for example)
is used in an attempt to restrict
individual's access to the available economic, political, and social opportunities for advance-

mente 'Superficial,' in this con- cants, "talk to Mariko". Other
text, signifies that the character- companies went as far as specifyistics being used for discriminatory purposes in either largely or
completely unrelated to the
individual's actual or potential
talent, skills, and driv.e.
Discriminatory tactics include
coded phrases used in job applications and interviews to screen
out applicants on the basis ofrace,
sex, and age. Such phrases in-'
elude "Talk to Maria", meaning a
~
preference to Hispanics, "Reply
to suite 20-30," is another way of
saying "we prefer yo~ng employees," and "Talk to Adam" which
means. the company prefers ing "no accents", meaning no I!1imales only. In an article pub- norities of any kind. Other comlished in Time magazine dated panies that engaged in this type
Oct. 19, 1992, an LA employment of targeted discrimination pracagency, Interplace, was identi- tice include Wall Street rums, infied by the Equal Employment surance companies, and magazine
Opportunity Commission (EEOC) publishers.
Earlier this year in June,_
to being a culprit in this scheme.
If a certain company wanted only Capital Cities/ABC Inc. was inJapanese employees, it would in- volved in a racial and sexual disstruct Interplaceto haye appli- crimination lawsuit. US District

"Discrimin ators
tactics includecoded
phrases used in job
applications and interviewstoscreen out
applicantson the basis of race,
and
age."

-~

Judge Royce Lamberth awarded
Michele Shepherd and La Rue
Graves $125,000 and $1'84,293.33
respectfully. According to Ms.
Shepherd, her supervisor kept
prestigious projects from female
employees, gave her inadequate
work space, and treated her unfavorably compared to non-black
male staff-artists in her division.
Mr. Graves was fired from his
position as a free-lance graphic
artist in 1985 and was denied
reinstatement into any position
by the company. Aspokeswoman
for Capital Cities/ABC said, "We
. feel the court's decision is wrong
and we plan to appeal."
, The EEOC have also unearthed discrimination pzactices
in Texaco, one of the nation's
largest oil and gas companies.
District Director Spencer H.
Lewis Jr. made the findings on
June 6, 1996.· This was preceded by class-action lawsuits

Continued on Poge 11
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Con tine d
spon sibil ity for the indig ent, men tally ill or othe rwis e. He succ essfully used the argu men t of state s'
righ ts to bloc k this legis latio n.
The urge ncy of conf ront ing
men tal illne ss on a nati onal leve l
rear ed its ugly head once agai n
whe n incr easi ng num bers of
men tally ill men were turn ed
dow n by the Sele ctiv e Serv ice
duri ng Wor ld War II~ App roxi -.
rnat ely 18 perc ent of the indu ctees in the arm y were reje cted
base d on men tal illne ss. Obv iousl y the nati onal inte rest requir ed find ing a solu tion to this
prob lem. In addi tion to the rejecti on of so man y indu ctee s,
the dism al cond ition s exis ting
in the stat e inst ituti ons were
expo sed by cons cien tiou s obje ctors who . were wor king in. the
insti tutio ns. The y were able to
effec tivel y orga nize and lobb y
for som e imp rove men ts in the
trea tme nt of the men tally ill in
stat e men tal hosp itals .
As an alte rnat ive to the ineffecti ve and inhu man e meth od
of ware hous ing men tally ill patien ts in' larg e, sub stan dard
stat e inst ituti ons, fede ral policies and inst ituti ons were develo ped with the inte ntio n of
imp lem enti ng theo ries whi ch
post ulat ed that sma ll, com munity base d care cent ers wou ld
bett er serv e th.e men tally ill....
com mun ity.. .i
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EVERYONE WILL GIVE YOU
TH EI R TWO CENTS WORTH", BUT WILL
THAT BE ENOUGH TO RETIRE ON?
oday there seems to be an inves tment
exper t or financ ial advls or almos t every wher e you turn. But just how qualif ied are all
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these exper ts?
Peace of mind about your future come s from
solid plann ing. From inves tment s and servic es
desig ned and mana ged with your needs and
retire ment secur ity specif ically in mind. The kind
of inves tment s and servic es TI.\A -CRE f has
been provi ding for more' than 75 years .

~

\VE'L L HEL P YOU BUIL D
A RE\V ARD IXG RETIRE~\lThi".
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varia ble annui ty accou nts. And we're nonpr ofit.
so our expen se charg es are amon g the lowes t in
the insur ance and mutua l fund indus rries'" That
mean s more of your mone y is wher e it shoul d

be - work ing for you.
TIAA -CRE f is now the larges t priva te pensi on
system in the world . based on assets under managem ent - mana ging more than S150 billion in
assets for more than one and a half millio n peopl e
throu ghou t the nation .

TIAA -CRE F:

counselo~ are traine d retire ment profes -

siona ls who have only you and your future in
mind. So you'r e treate d as the uniqu e perso n
you are. with specia l needs and conce rns about
retire ment. And that make s for an under stand ing. comfo rtable relati onshi p.
Wtth TIAA -CRE f. you have plent y of choic e
and flexib ility in buildi ng your retire ment nest
egg - .from TIAA·s guara nteed tradit ional annui ty
to t'te inves tment oppor tuniti es of CREF 's seven

THE CHO ICE THA T ~l1\KES SEN SE.

.;.

It's tough to 'wade throu gh all the "advic e" to find 5
a reliab le pensi on plan provi der. But as a memb er
of the educa tion and resea rch comm unity . your
best choic e is simpl e: TIAA -CRE F: Becau se when
it come s to helpin g you prepa re for retire ment. our
an nu iries will add up to more thCLn spare chang e.
For more inform ation about how TlAA -CRE F •
can help you prepa re for the future . call our
Enrol 'lmen t Hotli ne at 1 800 842-2 888.
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Ens urin g the futu re
for tho se who sha pe it.s¥
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C L A S S IF IE D

.
···FR EE TRIP S & CAS H···
HEL P WAN TED
.
Find out how hundreds of student representatives are already earning FREE
$480 week ly asse mbli n circu it boar ds/el ectro nic
earn
men
IWo
Men
Sell
any!
comp
k
Brea
g
Sprin
#1
's
rican
Ame
TRIPS and LOTS OF CASH with
Expe rienc e unne cess ary, will train . Imm edia te
e.
hom
at
ts
onen
comp
.
a!
Florid
or
ica
Jama
tlan,
Maza
mas,
Baha
only 15 trips and travel free! Canc un,
0
E A open ings your local area . Call 1-52 0-68 0-78 91 EXT C20
TAK
now!
Call
LE.
ILAB
AVA
ALSO
S
TION
POSI
R
AGE
MAN
CAM PUS
_
REA K!
. DEN T TRA VEL (800 )95-B
BRE AK STU
Earn MONEY and FRE E TRIP S!!
Abso lute Best SPRI NG BRE AK Pack ages avail able! !
INDI VIDU ALS ,stud ent ORGANIZATIONS, or
smal l GRO UPS want ed!! call INTE R-CA MPU S PROG RAM S at
1-800 -327- 6013 or http: //ww w.icp t.com
.---.....

...

$1000's POS SIB LE TYP ING .
Part Time. At Home. Toll Free (1)800-218-9000
ngs.
Ext. T-3194 for Listi
-..
$1000's POS SIB LE REA DIN G BOO KS.
Part Time. At Home. Toll Free (1) 800-218-9000
Ext. R-31 94 for Listings

.................................................................... -

.

'"

EXT RA INCO ME FOR '96
SASE to:
.Earn $500 - $Hro Week ly stuffing envelopes. For details - RUSH $1.00 with
.
GRO UP
6547 N Acad emy Blvd. Dept. N
.................. ·.~~.~~~~ . ~P~~J:.9.~ . ~l~

SEIZ ED CAR S from $175. Porsches, Cadillacs, Chevys, BMW 's,
Corvettes. Also Jeeps, 4 WD 's. Your Area Toll Free
1-800-218-9000 Ext. A-31 94 for current listings.

......... .........
.........
.

Unli mite d, Unc enso red, WW W Internet
dial up access at $9.9 5 / month, PPP
with e-mail account, call (212) 964-8801

: TCH R INTERVIEW PREPARATION by Retired Assi stant Exam iner

Tel. (212) 245-1811

:GO V'T FOR ECL OSE D hom es from peon ies 00 $1. Deli nque nt
•Tax, Repo's, REO's. Your Area. Toll Free ,(1)800-218-9000
Ext H-3194 for curr ent listings.

'~ ...m ost ofo urt her a-

peu tic tal ent ; oft en
tra ine d-a t pu bli c expen se, ha s bee n inves ted no t 'in sol vin g.
ou r bar d-c ore me nta l
hea lth pro ble m...bu t
in tra ini ng the
rel ati vel y toe ll-t o-d o
ed uc ate d neu rot ic,
usu all y in an urb an
center."
to cond uct rese arch , train profess iona ls and assi st the state s.
.The rese arch cond ucte d by the
NIM H led to legi slati on crea ting Com mun ity Men tal Hea lth
Cent ers (CM HC's ) and the begin ning of the dein stitu tiona lizat ion
proc ess. The cons ensu s amo ng
psyc hiatr ic prof essi onal s at the
time was that stat e men tal hospita ls were faili ng to prov ide
adeq uate care for the men tally
ill and ther efor e shou ld be close d
dow n, with the fede ral gove rnmen t bein g prep ared to assu me
the majo r part of the resp onsi bilit y for the men tally ill via the

.

Con tine d From Pag e 9
mad e by the 1,50 0 blac ks in man ageria l and prof essio nal posi tions
in 19'94, in fede ral cour t in Whi te
Plain s, NY. Ana lysis from the
EEO C show ed blac ks who soug ht
prom otion s betw een )/1/9 2 and
12/3 1/94 in low- leve l posi tion s
were chos en at a lowe r rate than
their their whit e coun terp arts. No
find ings were mad e for blac ks
seek ing prom otion s in uppe r-lev el
posi tions such as midd le man agers and supe rviso rs. A spok eswom an for Texa co said , ''Tex aco
belie ves the com miss ion's finding rega rdin g the prom otio nal
reco rd for Tupp er-le vel] posi tions
is base d on inco mple te info rmation and lack of appr ecia tion for
the full scop e of the com pany 's
prom otion al polic ies and prac tices ."
In an ugly twis t of even ts,
fede ral pros ecut ors laun ched a
gran d jury inve stig atio n into
whe ther curr ent and form er
Tex aco exec utive s. obst ruct ed
justi ce whe n they plan ned to destroy docu men ts soug ht by blac k
emp loye es in the June race -discrim inati on law suit.
Assi stan t US Atto rney Stan ley
Oku la issue d subp oena s to Texa co
offic ials invo lved inclu ding Rich ard Lund wall , a form er hum anreso urce coor dina tor in Texa co's
Mr.
fina nce dep artm en t.·
Lund wall reco rded a disc ussio n
he had with othe r Texa co offic ials

in whic h he offer ed to "shre d" a
key docu men t in the case . Accord ing to the tape , he and othe r
offic ials refe rred to blac k empl oyees as "bla ck jelly bean s" and
"nigg ers". The tape was mad e
publ ic in an artic le publ ishe d by
the NY Tim es on Nov. 4, 1996 .
Tex aco once agai n deni es any
invo lvem ent in disc rimi nato ry
prac tices towa rds its empl oyee s.
Pete r Biju r, the oil and gas
com pany 's Cha irma n and CEO
said ,"Ift he com pany finds the allege d cond uct occu rred, imm ediate disci plina ry actio n will be take n
. agai nst the emp loye es invo lved.
This actio n coul d inclu dete rmin ation. "
The othe r offic ials reco rded on
the tape s inclu de form er treas urer
Robe rt Ulric h, who retir ed last
year , and J. Davi d Keou gh. Mr.
Keough who, at the time was the
comp any's seni or assis tant treasure r, is curr ently Chie f Fina ncia l
.Offi cer for a Texa co subs idiar y in
Berm uda. In addi tion to the $520
milli on soug ht by the empl oyee s, a
jury coul d awa rd as muc h as
$300 ,000 in com pens atory dam ages
.to each of the 1,50 0 claim ants.
In tryin g to appe ase outr aged '
custo mers , Texa co exec utive s suspend ed J. Dav id Keo ugh and Peter Mea de, assi stan t gene ral man ager of Texa co's fuel and mari ne
mark eting unit . Trea sure r Robert Ulri ch was strip ped of his
med ical bene fits and heal th insura nce and Rich ard Lund wall ,
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often train ed at publ ic expe nse,
CMH C's.
ing C!)
Psyc hiat ric trea tme nt in the has been inve sted not in solv
prob - ~
com mun ity was thou ght to be our hard -cor e men talh ealth
inal CD~
bett er beca use case s coul d be lein - the psyc hotic of marg
statu s , ...
dete cted earH er and ther efor e com pete nce and. socia l
be but in train ing the relat ively well - ~
cou ld
hos pita liza tion
The "pre ven tion " to-do educ ated neur otic, usua lly ~.
avoi ded.
CD
theo ry was cent ered prim arily in an urba n cent er."
CD
Toda y, the cont inua tion ofth is .CD
on the theo ries of Sigm und
d by
Freu d whic h held that early ex- prob lem is amp ly illus trate
our citperie nces in child hood are at the ram pant hom eless ness in
take n by
root of men tal diso rder s that de- ies. In a rece nt surv ey
the'U nite d Stat es Conf eren ce of
velo p later in life.
of the
As part of Pres iden t John son' s May ors, the perc enta ge
ring from
war on pove rty, the first CMH C's hom eless popu latio n suffe
seve ral
were open ed in the 1969 's unde r chro nic men tal illne ss in
as 60
the dire ct supe rvis ion of the U.S. citie s rang ed as high
The ineff ectiv enes s of
NIM H. The prim ary func tion of perc ent.
also demthe CMH C's was to assu me the .dein stitu tiona lizat ion is
in arre st
resp onsi bilit ies of state men tal onst rated by the incre ase
men tally
hosp itals and prov ide after care rate s and viole nt acts by
, stud ies
for relea sed patie nts from state ill pers ons. Prio r to 1950
unan imou sly show ed that "... menmen tal hosp itals .
st
Alth ough the conc ept of tally ill pers ons had lowe r arre
latio n.
CMH C's was well .inte ntio ned, rates then the gene ral popu
t surv eys
seve ral facto rs caus ed thei r fail- Sinc e 1965 , at leas t eigh
acts by
ure. Firs t, regu latio ns did not of arre st rate s and viole nt
d the
inclu de any prov ision for a man - men tally ill indiv idua ls foun
high er
dato ry work ing relat ions hip be- rate s to be cons idera bly
popu latwee n CMH C.'s and state men tal than rate s for the gene ral
hosp itals . This mad e Iittl esen se tion. "
Sinc e 1900 , the Sup rem e
as the CMH C's were supp osed to
fede ral
assu me resp onsi bilit y for patie nts Cou rt has enab led the
gove rnm ent to broa den its refrom the hosp itals .
cy
Seco nd, psyc hiatr ists and so- spon sibi lity for soci al poli
bzoa dencial work ers did not wan t to work plan ning . Whi le this
for som e
with pati ents from state men tal ing of scop e has allow ed
com plex
hosp itals in the CMH C's. Psy- posi tive chan ges, the
narchol ogis tsM. Brew ster Smi th and prob lems asso ciate d with the
. of
.Nic hola s Hob bs state d that ; '".... 'cot icsc ontr ol and- care
ist.
~ost or' our ther apeu tic talen t, men tally ill still pers

T al k To A da m ,.T he n R ep ly T o S ui te · ~ 3 0
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The Nati onal Inst itute of
Men tal Hea lth (NIM H) was created in 1946 with the man date

o.

who mad e the reco rding s, lost his
seve ranc e pack age.
In an attem pt to crea te a new
imag e for them selv es, Tex aco
hire d blac k-ow ned adve rtisi ng
agen cy UniW orld Grou p to crea te
ads aime d at boos ting its imag e
amo ng mino ritie s. This follo wed

'~ ...p hra ses inc lud e

'Ta lk to Ma ria ,'
me an ing a pre fer
.
enc e to Hi spa nic s,
'Re ply to sui te 20- 30, '
is an oth er wa y of
sa yin g 'we pr efe r
yo un g em plo yee s',
an d 'Ta lk to Ad am '
wh ich me an s the
co mp an y pr efe rs
ma les onl y."
"

a $176 .1 milli on reac hed in cash
settl eme nts on Nov. 15. Alth ough
the oil com pany agre ed on a settl emen t, the EEO C said it wan ted to
be sure that Texa co adop ts "clea r,
fair, and enfo rcea ble stan dard s"
with susp ect to its emp loym ent
prac tices .
In anot her disc rimi nati on
case , Jane lla SuM artin , a Tex aco
cred it man ager in Univ ersa l City ,
Calif ., accu sed the com pany of

faili ng to prom ote her beca use of
her gend er. A Los Ang eles Supe rior Cou rt jury awa rded Ms. Mar tin $20 milli on, but Tex aco appeale d. Last Dece mber , the case
close d with a settl eme nt of $1 million awar ded to Ms. Mar tin.
Of Tex aco' s more than 19,0 00
US empl oyee s, 8_3% are blac k and
3.75 % of offic ials and man ager s
are black . Ofbl ack Texa co empl oyees, abou t 40% are in sales or cleri cal jobs. Texa co is not the only
ener gy com pany to have faced a
law suit. Last year , 10 blac k employ ees of Shel l Oil Co. sued the
com pany for alleg ed glass -ceil ing
race bias. The suit claim s that the
unit of Roy allD utch Shel l grou p
ofC omp anie s "cre ated and main taine d a syste m-w ide polic y racebase d discr imin atory emp loym ent
prac tices ."
The Tex aco case has stirr ed
up discu ssion s on dive rsity and
safe guar ds in othe r majo r firm s. A
cons ume r-pro duct s com pany in the
Midw est and an East Coas t tele'com mun icati ons com pany told
their man ager s to mak e sure that
dive rsity rule s were bein g follo wed
in "spir it" as well as in prac tice.
The Texa co case "will mak e peop le
more para noid ," said Mar ilyn
Lode n, auth or of "Imp leme nting
Dive rsity ". Whe ther or not anythin g will .be done to safe guar d
dive rsity rule s will be left in the
hand s of grou ps like the EEO C and
mino rity emp loye es such as thos e
at Tex aco.
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SEE THE WORLD FROM A NEW PERSPECTIVE

ITALY
Art &Art History
Italian Civilization &Culture
Intensive Italian
International Business
Italian Studies
International Relations

CHINA
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Study abroad can be a life-changing experience.
Learn a new language, make international
friends, learn more about yourself and your own
CUlture, learn about your heritage and increase
your understanding of the world...all white earning college credit!

New Referendum Proposed to Protect
the Rights of Students
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Semester programs in China, Ecuador, Greece,
and Italy

Chinese Studies
Chinese Language
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Summer programs in Denmark, Ecuador,
England, Greece, and Italy
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Special To The Ticker
At the first meeting of the
College Republicans, Kevin
Degidon, member of the N ational Traditionalist Caucus,
presented a comprehensive ref-.
erendum which will forever preserve, protect and defend the
rights of the students at Baruch
College. The, "Co n t r act for
American Students" has been
gaining popularity quickly and
is now being considered by students' at prestigious schools
such as NYU and Columbia,
among others. The Contract will
protect the rights of Baruch students from infringement by
both the faculty and the student
government.
Degidon was inspired tow.rite,
the Contract for American Stu-,
dents when CUNY LaGuardia
illegally shut down the student
newspaper, The Bridge, and
prevented students from finding out that their Student Activities Fees were being squandered by the Student Government on trips'. Degidon and The
Bridge editor-in-chief Joe Smith
took LaGuardia to court and
won!
Each section of the Contract
will save students money and
reduce corruption. Section I
cuts the Student Activities Fee
by 35 percent. The Student Activities Fee is.paid by every student each semester to support
Baruch's clubs. In effect, much
of this money, desperately
needed by some students, is just
plain wasted by the Student
Governments. The November 13
issue of the Ticker detailed
some of the more painful wastes
of our money.
Section III states that "no
speech code or other restriction
of communications shall be imposed on any student or organizat.ion." This is very important
because history has 'shown us
that as .soon as an issue be-

GREECE
Greek Language
Greek Civilization &Culture
General Studies

ECUADOR
Intensive Spanish
Latin American Studies
General Studies

For more information, please contact:
The College of Staten Island
Center for International Service
North Administration 2A, Rm 206
2800 Victory Blvd., Staten Island, NY 10314
Telephone: (718) 982-2100
Fax (718) 982-2108
Member of The College Consortium for
International Studies (CCIS)
The College of Staten Island/CUNY sponsoring
overseas programs for over 10 years

The College of Staten Island
City University of New Yori

OPEN 365
DAYS A YEAR.

kl-n'.o.s·
R

24 HOURS
A DAY.

~ ~oo Th~rd Avenue at 39th Street..__.S99-2679
105 Duane Street
406-1220
250 E. Houston Street .•...........253-9020
13-25 Astor Place •••.•.•••.••••••••• 228-9511
24 E. 12th Street
924-0802
245 Seventh Avenue.•.•...........•929-2679
191 Madison Avenue ••••••••••••••• 685-3449

305 E. 46th Street •••••••.••••.•••.•319-6600
1211 Avenue of the Americas ..•391-2679
16 E. 52rid Street..••••••••••••••••••• 308-2679
233 W. 54th Street •.•••.....•..•....9n-2679
1122 lexington Avenue •••••••••• 628-5500
2872 Broadway•••••••••••••••••""••••316-3390

ViSit Kinko's web site_at http://www.ldnlcos..mm '

Financial AidApplies / Scholarships Available

·Mention tIris ~ ~t ant of the lCinIaI's IDeations list2d _ II!Cl!iYe zoor. aff your next order d- Kinlal's
~r1NriCed products ~ seMces. 'AIid student ID rteJIired. See stDft! for deDiIs.
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The Weissman Center for International Business
,

presents a
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MITSUI & COMPANY (USA)
LUNCH- TIME FORUM
OUTSTANDING
GRADUATE PROGRAMS
Choose from programs in Architecture,
Education, Engineering, Humanities, Music,
Sciences and Social Sciences.
DEDICATED FACULTY
Learn from award-winning scholars, scientists,
engineers, architects, authors and artists.
ATRADITION OF EXCELLENCE
City has produced eight Nobel Prize winners, and is
among the top ten schools nationally in the number ofgraduates
who have gone on to earn the Ph. D. degree.
AN AFFORDABLE TUITION
Graduate tuition for NewYork State residents is only $4,350 per year.

IMPORTING&
EXPORTING:
LESSONS FROM THE RUG TRADE
'VITH

LESLIE STROH
Publisher, The Exporter Magazine

CONVENIENT LOCATION
Our beautiful 35 acre campus is easily accessible
by public transportation.

comes controversial, colleges ,
act quickly and efficiently to silence the students.
Section IV ensures that no
classes will ever be held on nationally recognized religious
holidays and that all religious
symbols and rituals (which are
not in violation of the law) on
campus are to be recognized as
free expression.
Section V strikes deep in the
hearts of every student. It basically states that therewill.be
a student and faculty review
board which will be selected
randomly (by computer) 'to
judge whether or not a student's
grade is based on bias agaiIjst·
his or her'· political beIf ef's
rather than on actual perfor~~nce.·BaI"uCh-curreritlybas·~n··
appeals system comprised of
faculty members and students
appointed by the Student Government. The appeals process
would be much fairer if the
judges were chosen randomly.
The last section specifically
protects the rights of students
to smoke. Student smokers are
treated like the lowest class of
criminals by society and by colleges. The Student Smokers
Rights Act guarantees all' students and faculty a designated
smoking area. This is an issue
because it is getting too cold for
students and faculty to always
leave campus to smoke in the
street.
The College Republicans will
soon be sponsoring a forum to
find out the exact problems
Baruch students need addressed. The results of this forum will be used to draft a final version of the Contract for
American Students. Following
is a brief summary of the standard Contract. If you would like
to make suggestions, ask questions or have your club eospon- .
sor the forum, please call the'
hotline at 516-829-3844.

Wednesday, December '4th, 1996
12:15-1:45 PM
Room 1200 - 360 Park Avenue South
(Sandwiches & Drinks Served)
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ASEDOM

<D

Association of Domincan
Students
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We at ASEDOM are a culturally based
organization. We believe in preserving our
heritage while exposing other ethnic groups to the
historic background and customs of our Caribbean
life. We are interested in meeting new people who
are serious and dedicated to changing the Latino
image to a more positive one while having tons
of fun doing it.
If you would like to find out more, drop by
room 1512 of the 360 PAS building and drop a
note in the ASEDOM mail box. Leave your name
and a telephone number where you can be
reached.

PAI.D£.
We are an ever growing happy family, where
you can meet people that are not just Puerto Rican but,
of other nationalities. We're a place where you can
feel welcome, where everyone looks out for everyone
else. We'll help you out with school, friends, and family
problems. We are a place to go to on a rainy day to
talk, laugh, and relax from school and family stress.
We throw parties, watch movies, learn new things about
other people's cultures' including our QWIl.
We meet in the 26th Street building in Room
1421 everyday, but mainly Tuesday and Thursday's
during club hours.

TIlE SOCIE1Y
FOR HUMAN RESOURCE
·MANAGEMENT (s.H.R.M.)
The Society for Human Resource
Management, which is affiliated with the National
Organization, provides Human Resource majors,
and other interested students, with the opportunity
to interact with faculty and professional
practitioners in the Human Resource and other
Business Management areas.
Professionals come in and give advice in
areas such as resume writing, critiquing, and
interviews, and also, giving insight into what
prospective employers are looking for in job
applications.
An important benefit of SHRM
membership is the ability to regularly network
with professionals, giving students the much
needed contacts for entering the tough job market.
The S.H.R.M. meets on Thursdays during
club hour, at 360 PAS, Room 1816.

BUSINESS TO BUSINESS
The Business to Business Marketing Society
(BTB) is a club that enhances academic knowledge and
brings the real world of industrial and commercial
marketing to its members. Our main goal is to help
members to be better prepared for associated career
advancement, and to guide them toward the market
activity of organizations who engage themselves in
marketing to other business. BTB provides an arena
where speakers are invited to talk on a variety ofsubjects,
industry-marketing trends in CorporateAmerica as well
as counseling on careers in marketing.
BTB is an organization that promotes awareness
and understanding about marketing activity with
companies that sell goods andservices primarily to other
.businesses and institutions, not the final consumer. If
you are a student that would like to gain exposure to the
manyprofessionals engaged in industrial marketing.join
us during dub hours Room 839, 360 PAS. ALLARE

WELCOME.

•
INTERVARSITY
CHRISTIAN
FELLOWSHIP

IllLLEL OF NEW YORK AT BARUCH

Come and be apart of the Jewish
Community at Baruch College. Meet ne\y
people, improve your networking skills, get
The Purpose of the InterVarsity Christian
religious information, have fUN!!! Please
Fellowship
see Ellen Steigman in 360 PAS room 1511
1. To lead others to personal faith in Christ
or call at (212)802-6808 for more
as Lord and Savior
information
2. To help Christians grow toward maturity
pm ETA SIGMA
in their Christian faith by study of the Bible, by
NATIONAL FRESHMAN HONOR SOCIETY
prayer, and by Christian fellowship
3. To help students and faculty to discover
Phi Eta Sigma is a national honor society for
God's role for them
underclassmen (freshman and sophomores). Our
UPCOMING EVENTS: (Events are held in
360 PAS)

THE FINANCE AND ECONOMICS
SOCIETY
The Finance & Economics Society is open to all
of those interested in the processes of thefinancial world
It provides students with an informative view of current change and the future trends in the rapidly evolving financial world via various functions such as lectures, symposiums, and field trips.
We meet in Room 640 /26th Street Building

BETAAlPHAPSI

You could win an adventure down under! There's no
bones about it. milk is good for you. If you don't drink
milk, you'd better start now. so you can enter to win.
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Take a photograph of someone rou know wearing a milk mustache,
such as yourself, friends, family or even your pet. Be sure to include

goal is to encourage and reward academic excellence among Baruch College students. Our acti-vities include: workshops on different topics of
interestrintemships, management, resume enhancement and scholarships), visits to places of
interest (UN, Unicef, etc.), participation in volunteer programs including New York Cares Day,
Volunteers of America, and the Salvation Army.
We hope to make the transition process into
Baruch a pleasant one for freshmen by serving
as a link between the activities carried out by the
college and the students. JOIN US DURING
CLUB HOURS(fHURSDAY~IN ROOM 424;
26TH STREET BUILDING)..

MembershipisBetaAlphaPsigivesyouaninstant
The officers of the chapter can be contacted
scholarly recognition. Beta Alpha Psi invites guest through the Dean of Students office at 360 PAS
speakerswho are recognized intheirftelds and Who ate "room 17~2,.(214)802-682~. . ..:"r. .\.....,.~: ...~
decision makers in human resources departments at
'tHE BARUCHABCBERY CLUB'
~tentialemploy~rs. TbeBig SixAccountingflrmsare
What is archery? You've seen it in the movies;
focusing less on the campus inteMe'N3rid.are pUtting .. the various ··RobinHood films-being ·tbemost
far greater reliance on pre-identification. These firms memorable. It's been seen in the mediatypes assimple
have developed a hiring preferencefor members of Beta as a comic book, and in events as grand as the Olympic
Alpha Psi. Therefore, we invite you to become a games. And yet, most people only have a vague notion
member of Beta Alpha Psi in order to leverage your ofjust what the sport is all about
participation in our society for your job search. Please
So, why not drop by and check it out We would
look for our flyers posted on college bulletin boards for be glad to teach and train anyone interested. We provide
the meeting dates and room numbers. You do not have all the equipment and no experience is necessary.
to be a member to attend the meetings.
For more infonnation please go to the 6th floor
Upcoming events: 10/3 - Communication Skills gym at the 23rd street building.
in PublicAccounting
10/10- Mock Interview, 101
All are welcome.
17 - Resume and Cover Letter Workshop

,....~.;....
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copy with your ad and be as creative as you can. We'll judge it and
pick winners...we'U even use it in our next advertisement. Plus,
you'll win a trip for two to Australia. Just send your ad along with a
receipt from any fluid milk purchase to the address below.

Contiki Holiday's 15-0ay Beaches & Reefs Tour. Round-trip Airfare.
I ~ Nights lodging, So~e Meals, Sightseeing. $1.000 Spending Money.
Milk Mustache Celebnty Posters and Rolling Stone Merchandise.

Portable CD Player and S25.00 Music Gift Certificate

& \1\f.IN A TRIP DOWN U,NDER.

S 100.00 Concert Gift Certificate

10 THIRb PRIZES
The ROLLING STONE 'MAGES OF ROCK & ROLL Book

100 RUNNEf,S-UP
-"Rotfing Stone T-shi·rt and Milk Mustache Celebrity Poster
Milk isn't just for kids. In fact. most adults don't get enough calcium
every day. but by drinking three 8-oz. glasses they can. What's more. 1%
low fat and skim milk have all the essential nutrients of whole
milk. with little or no fat and fewer calories. To order a free
booklet and calendar featuring the milk mustache celebrities,
call 1-800-WHY-I'1ILK or log on to Milk's Web site at http://www.whymlJk.com/

I

. THE SOCIAL AND POLITICAL

The World's
Biggest Travel Company

CLUB
SAP is one of Baruch's newest clubs founded

BARUCH ACHIEVERS
TIle goal of our organization is to uplift students
by providing them with valuable information about in November of 1995. The goal of the club is to
current issues that we feel is pertinent to them. 1be provide a forum for the discussion of Social and
.Political issues through the use of newsletters,
topics of out events range from surfing the Internet,
dressing for an interview, to financialplanning on an speakers, debates and movies. Last semester the club
was involved in numerous activities including a fund
individual basis.
We hope thatthe activities we promote help to raising raffle drawing; support of a sexual
better prepare Bamch students for their future, as well Harrassment worlcshop hosted by the Helpline office,
as bring them closer together, in an environment where participation in the D.S.S.G debate, the publication of
two newsletters, and the hostingof a dance competithere is cultural diversity,
Meetings are Thursdays, Room 1862, 360 PAS tion.This semester, the dub will be working closely
with the Political Science Deparbnent with the aim of
from 12:35-2:20.
building upon the achievements of the previous
CHINESE CHRISTIAN
semester. We hope that you the Bamch Community
FELLOWSHIP
Chinese Christian Fellowship believes that there will provide support as the club could make a useful
is only one True God, the God of Israel. We believe in contribution to the college.
the infinitely perfect, sovereign, eternal Trinity of the
Father, Son and Holy Spirit. We alsobelieve that Jesus
Christ was sent from. Heaven to Earth to serve as a
sacrifice on the cross for our sins. Believing and living
by God's commandments will bring salvation. He will
return to earth toestablish His kingdom of righteousness
and peace. We are here to spread the Gospel to the
campus of Baruch College with an emphasis on the
Chinese(American and overseas-born) students.
We meet every Thursday between 12:25 and .

2:30pm

For 18-35 YearOlds.
Call 1- 800- CONTIKI for a free brochure.
http: j jwww.contiki.com
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MIl purchase required jn Al.. FL !<S. MO. MH. WI. VT.Send m one receiptrfrom any fluid milk p12rc~ase with this. Official entry or X 5- card along witha photograph andcopy lora
M.llk Mustache ad. person!,people photograp~ must gIVe consent for. photo to be. rep,rodut¢ an RoRmg Stone. Mall to address p/llVllled. One entry per household. EntrIeS must be original and be recesved by 2128197. Not responSible for lost. lateor nUsdlrecled entrIeS. Ads WIll beJudged on or about 3121197 from among all entnes received by RoIlmg Stone's tasbJon
director and the award wlORing Milkr,lust~e ad creatM! team. AdsJUdged ~ crea~lYi\y and how weN ad re.lays Milkadverti.sing message. Allentries become property of sponsors. They
own them and ca~ explotl them. Odds of wlnOl~g deP.elld on ~mber of en.tnes received. One wlnOlng ad will be published m anupcoming issue of Rolling Stone (issue TOO). Prizes &
ARV: (I) Grand Prize-Tnp for t~ to Australia. mcluding Rfl airfare, 14 mgbts lodging ~.on quae! ~). transportation, some meals, $1.000 spending. Malll and Rolling Stone
merchandise. $7.000 (~O) First Prizes - Portable CD Player and $25.00 music gift certilicate. $175.00 ea. (20) Second Prizes - Gilt certificat~ for concert
t:ckets. $100 ea. (10) Thud Pnzes - Roiling Stone Images of Rock & Rolf book. $50 ea. (100) Runners-Up Prizes - Rolling Stone T-shirt &Milk poster $15.00 ea. Open to U.S.
residents who. as of 10/07196 are 18years or.older. E~ployees 01 Straight ArfOV! .Ptt!l.lishers Co., loP.. Milk Industry Board. Conliki. participating retailers. affiliates. subsidiaries.
advertlsl~g ..prolnollon agences and their Immediate family,nembers.andlor those IMOg ~n .same household ofeach are not eligible. Certain bIocIl out dates apply. Void wIIere PIOhibited.
No subshlubon/transfer of pnze permitted. Allfedera1lstatet'lOta1 tlllleS arethe sole responsibiIiIy of WJMeI'. AU IederaUstatellotallawsireguiatlons apply. Potential Grand Prize winner must
execute an Affidavit ofEligibililylRelease of.liabili\ylPri2e Acceptance Far~ within 15 daysof rdifica~. ~pfiance'retum of prize notificat~ aslIl!deIMrabiewin result in tflSQUaliflCatiorl
and aUeraale selectlOll. Sponstn reserve ngbl to substitute pn.ze of equal or Jre3ter value. By parllClP3tmg. entrants agrl!e to bebound brOfficial Ru1es and decisDls 01 judges. All decisims
are Imat,For names otpnze winners. alter4/1/97. send a separate. stamped, sel1·addressed.'1 0 envelope to;RoIlmg SlonelMtlll Winners. P.O. 8011769. sandusky. OhiO 44811-1169.
~~
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To E.nter.

see official rules & mall to: Rolhng Stone· Milk It" Contest. P.O

Box 1768.Sandusky. OH 44871·1768

Name
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Minor in Asian and Asian American Studie
The School of Liberal Arts and Sciences is offering an exciting new field of st~dy
for the Spring .1997 semester! The new MINOR in ASIAN & ASIAN AMERICAN
STUDIES is a 12-credit interdisciplinary program offering the study of Asian cultures and the histories and experiences of communities of Asian descent residing in
the United States. When fully developed, the minor will include three options: Asian
Studies, Asian American Studies, and Asian Business Studies.

MW

HIS 2080

Survey of Asian History
Professor Sen

...

HK14(2254) 10:20 - 11:35a.m.
D~5 (2253) ~:40 - 9:55~.m.

MTH

TF

ENG 3032

Ethnic Literature: Asian American Literature
Professor Chou
FM3 (2520) ,9:30, - 1 ~:OOp.m.

w

ENG 3036

English Voices from Afar: Post Colonial Literature
Professor Canagarajah
TR54 (2509) 5:45 - 7:00p.m.

TTH

REL 1512*

Religions of East Asia (does not count toward minor)
Professor Rubenstein
FH14 (2696) 9:30 - 10:45a.m.

MTH

lPN 1001

Elementary Japanese I
Professor Yu

TTH

CHI 2005

CHI 2006

CHI 3002

WY24 (1809) 3:45 - 5:00p.m.

Chinese Grammar for Native Speakers I
Professor Sen
HK25 (1785) 10:2.0 - 11:35a.m.

TF

Chinese Grammar for Native Speakers II
Instructor to be announced
WY24 (1786) 3:45 - 5:00p.m.

TTH

Upper Intermediate Chinese
Instructor to be announced
Professor Yu

MQ25(1787) 12:00 - 1:40p.m.
TR54(1788) 5:40 - 7:20p.m.
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EXPLORE a new and exciting.field of study
EXPAND your horizons!
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a sit-down dinner.
Black 'Accountants conference ~
Mter the dinner Joe Terach at Connecticut can attest to -.
I\)
gave a presentation on the im- this better.
~
portance 'of networking. Among
I really enjoyed the program ai
other things, he highlighted how when I participated as a
networking opens up unpub- mentee last semester. I liked
Iished opportunities. During the the
insights
Warren
interactive question-answer pe- Tuckerman, my mentor shared
. riod Mary Chan, a returning with me. It was nice to see him
mentor brought up the different at the dinner. There are plenty
opportunities that could be to draw from his diverse expe.'. availed from the New York State rience he gained as a teacher,
Department of Labor office.
as an accountant and now as an
After dinner everyone had a entrepreneur.
chance to mingle with each
Most new mentees agreed
other.
that the evening was a nice exI met Peter A. Korn, Class of perience. They gained a lot
1969, City Manager, City of New from the evening. Although the
Rochelle. It turns out that Peter program primarily focuses on
was involved in the planning catering to juniors and seniors,
and building process of the foot as it grows, it stands to benefit
'. bridge that faces the fall at other students as well.
Rochester, New York. Rochester
This semester the mentoring
happens to be one of the cities program expanded to about two
that I like. The city has a wa- dozen mentors. Peter Gordon,
terfall right in the middle of the First Vice President of the
town. It's really interesting to Alumni Association and Robert
meet people who were involved Elia coordinates the program
in building things that you like. on the Alumni Association end,
.•
Dinner reception at the Mentoring evening
It was nice to see a familiar face, while Dr. Patricia Imbimbo,
By Taml~ I s l a m .
day, November 14. The George K. Richardson, CPA, a Director of Career Services, Dr.
" There IS no sucnh t.hing as amentoring program, jointly co- . returning mentor. George was as Richard Brody and Mark
road not taken..; Som~ on.e, ordinated by The Career Place- always, willing to share his in- Spergel handles the Baruch
some where, at one porn t In ment Office and the Alumni As- sights with the new mentees.
College end.
time or another did pass sociation is enjoying its sopho- I took the liberty of inviting'
"This is an excellent net:it?r~ugh the same (mor~ like more semester after being on .Fitzgerald Miller, Class of 1991 working opportunity For the
similar) ?aths we ar~ optI~g to hiatus for a long while. .
an Associate at J.P. Morgan as a men tees, " said Dr. Imbimbo.
ve.ntu~e Into now. With t~IS .reThe evening began with the mentor. I don't think words can "The students can gain imporaliaation comesan ~P.PJ:"e.~I.~tIOIl ,intr.oductionofthe.participants.. describe how much I appreciate tant contacts in the profesfor mentors, .people who are followed by an- Ieebr-eaker hiin coming' in at "such a snorl' s io n a l world- through- these ..
willing !o beac?n the novice phase. These gave the prospec- notice. "F'itz ," as he introduces events," she said. "It is also
from their experience.
tive mentors and mentees an himself, is ever willing to give very encouraging to see the
~aruch C?llege. h~ld an opportunity to get to know each back to Baruch and sit down alumni so eager to be involved
evening reception to In~Ite new other more and set an easing with the students to help them and willing to give something
mentor~ and mentees Into the tone for the evening. The intro- with such important things, as back to Baruch."
mentorrng program on Thurs- duction period was followed by resumes. Those who attended
the National Association for

TF

TTH

Forfurther infonnation, please call-niembers ofthe Asian and Asian American Studies Committee:
David Cheng
802-6842
Eva Chou
387-1760
Bill Eng
387-1270
Marina Heung
387-1826Minja Lee
802-2433
Barry Ma
802-6367

Now that we're all backfrom our long vacation we'd like to take
this time of/to welcome back our student government leaders
Kyle and David. Hope you guys maintain as good a relationship
as you've had in the past (ha, ha, guys welcome back).
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1st annual DSSG Student Evaluation
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We are all aware of the evaluations given by the administration at theend of each semester but what about evaluations for the Student
Governments. Hey guys, these are the politicians that you and I have bought with our hard earned money so let's give 'em a score just to.
let them know how they're doin! Doink! So fill out the quesstionaire and bring it up to the Ticker. We'll tally-he results and let you
know in the next issue just who should be dropped out of a window and just who has a future in real government (you know, the one's
with the most BULIJSHorT!)

"II.' II., D.I.I.G. do•• fo, '0. '0 f., fo,
III. ,•••,1.,.,

HERE'S THE "HOW'M I DOIN?" TEST
DSSG EVALUATION

D. KINZELBERG
NAME

DSSG EVALUATION
PRESIDENT
POSITION

COMMENTS

JENNIFER RAPPAPORT . VP CAMPUS AFFAIRS
NAME
POSITION
.

COMMENTS

.

.................................................................................
•...•.•.•....•...
.

Kabran. Spooner
Upper Sophomore

Arthur Sparks
Lower Freshman

~

OVERALL GRADE-LOWER THAT AN F WILL NOT COUNT

DSSG EVALUATION
JAMES YEN
NAME

OVERALL GRADE-LOWER THAT AN F WILL NOT COUNT

"D.S.S.G. has made me aware of various circumstances that have occurred throughout the CUNY
system and Baruch."

DSSG EVALUATION

VICE-PRESIDENT
POSITION

COMMENTS

NAME
.

OVERALL GRADE-LOWER THAT AN F WILL NOT COUNT

POSITION

COMMENTS

.

OVERALL GRADE-LOWER THAT AN F WILL NOT COUNT

Angela Singh
Lower Senior
DSSG EVALUATION
YOJNAV~...
A_

NAME

"They had a Club Fair. There were free drinks,
food, toys and lots of girls."

DSSG EVALUATION
TREASURER
POSITION

COMMENTS

NAME
.

"Nothing."

Louise Banks
Lower junior
"Not a damn thing."

POSITION

COMrv1ENTS.·

:

.

.........•.......................................................................

................................................................•..•......• .....
~

OVERALL GRADE-LOWER THAT AN F WILL NOT COUNT

nsso EVALUATION

OVERALL GRADE-LOWER THAT AN F WILL NOT COUNT

DSSG EVALUATION
..

PEARL CHEN
~
C<=>rv1rv1E~S

EXEC-SECRETARY
POSITION

.

OVERALL GRADE-LOWER THAT AN F WILL NOT COUNT

lLAN D. PERESS

NAME
COrv1rv1E~S

SOMEDAY.PRESIDENT
POSITION

.

OVERALL GRADE-LOWER THAT AN F WILL NOT COUNT

THE ABOVE TEST WAS INSPIRED BY ANDREW HELLER FOR IDS COMMITTMENT TO BEfI*I'ER GOVERNMENT!

Vanessa-Candelaria
Upper Freshman
"Lately we haven't done anytbillg, we haven't
been really together but in the future as they say I
hope we do something together as a group."

"They've given me new insight 3S tohow to approach student government and the whole new regime
that's up there. They seem a bit more amicable."
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BARUCH COLLEGE! Career Counseling and Placement

151 East 25th Street - Suite 820

.

.

2121802-6710

·ATTENTION1997 GRADUATES
•

Important On-Campus Recruiting Infonnation!.

-

THESE MANDATORY WORKSHOPS ARE A PREREQlHSITE
FOR PAKTICIPATION IN ON-CAMPUS RECRlHTING

m
C\I

Q)

.L)

E

CD

(AlTEND ONLY ONE)

oQ)

Q

Monday, December 2, 1996
6:00 PM - 8:00 PM
Room 750
Seventh Floor Conference Center
151 East 25th Street

Thursday, December 5, 1996
6:00 -PM - 8:00 PM
Room 750
Seventh Floor Conference Center
151 East 25th Street

Friday; December 6, 1996
10:00 AM - 12:00 PM
Room 750
Seventh Floor Conference Center
151 East 25th Street

Friday, December 6, 1996
1:00 PM - 3:00 PM
Room 750
Seventh Floor Conference Center
151 East 25th Street

Tuesday; December 10, 1996
9AM-ll AM
Room 750
Seventh Floor Conference Center
151 East 25th Street

Tuesday, December 10, 1996
12:00 PM - 2;00 PM
.
Room 750
Seventh Floor Conference Center
151 East 25th Street

ALL TANUARY, TlINE, AND AUGUST,1997 GRADUATES AND ALL MATORS
ARE EUGIBLE TO PAKTICIPATE IN SPRING 1997 ON-CAMPUS RECRUITMENT
CAREER DAY

INTERNSHIP FAIR
Thursday February 6, 1997
1;00 PM- 4;00 PM
Seventh Floor Conference Center
151 East 25th Street

Thursday, May 1, 1997
1:00 PM - 5:30 PM
Seventh Floor Conference Center
151 East 25th Street

:; Business Attire Required
"For Men-Shirts, Ties, and Jackets
"For Women -Skirts, Blouses andJackets or Business Dresses
ON-CAMPUS RECRlHTMENr INFORMATION
..
On-campus recruiting can have a profound impact on your career and you should keepthisletter for-future reference. Students graduating in January, June, and August 1997 will have the opportunity to participate in interviews with employers on campus during the
Spring 1997 semester.

Steps to take to insure eligibility in Baruch's On-Campus Recruitment program:
1. Attend one of the mandatory workshops listed on the other side of this page.
2. Submit your resume in person in the Career Counseling and Placement Office at 151 E. 25th S1.

RESUME COLLECTION DATES and TIMES:
MONDAY

TUESDAY

WEDNESDAY

THURSDAY

FRIDAY·

December 16
10-4PM

December 17
10-7PM

December 18
10-7PM

December 19
lO-7PM

December 20
10 -4PM

•• ~****.

January 2
10-4PM

January 3
10-4PM

Janua~

Janua~10.

••*•••**

HOLIDAYS

Januag6
10-4 M

Janua~7

Janua~8

Januaf; 13
10-7 M

Jan~14

Januat; 15
10-7 M

10-4P

10-7 M

10-4P

10-4P

10-4P

Frequently asked questions about submitting a resume:
Q How long should my resume be?
A Your resume should be ONE PAGE.
Q WHERE and WHEN can I get help with my resume?
A Come into the office on the 8th floor of the 25th Street Building and have your resume reviewed (not mandatory but suggested).
Walk in Resume Reviews take placeTuesdays, Wednesdays, and Thursdays from 4:00 PM to 6:00 PM. Other times make an appointment.
.
.
Q How many resumes do I need?
A Plan to submit one resume for each company in which you are interested

plus three

for our office files.
3. Check the On-campus Recntiting Calendar posted in the office frequently ( at least once per week) since companies are being
continuously added. The calendar containing a list of all the firms scheduled to recruit Baruch students during the semester will be
posted on the bulletin boards located in Room 820 in the 25th Street building. Consult the calendar to determine which companies
interest you. You can usually obtain information about these companies in the office.
4. Keen a list of recruiting dates for companies to which you have submitted resumes. You should check the bulletin board weekly
to see ; 'f: v-vur name appears ona Seleclions List for an interview with your chosen company. Lists appear two weeks before the
scheo,-_.a. _,I (~ate of the Interviews.
'
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Leadership weekend 1996 was very well attended and according toi .
the.participants.was
very inciteful and informative. It was. also a lot fgm
,.
offun, thus maintaining its duality of work and play.
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SWE ET
KIN DLI NES S
FRN OLO US
SER VIT UDE
.AD MIR E
GIR L
IGN ORA NT
SHA RP
DEN Y
VIO LAT E
SOB ER
GEN ERO US

NO
HEA VEN

SAD
FRA GIL E
VIC TOR Y
ABU SE
EXT RAV AGA NT

The

ir r o r coI smedTy rewfleoctsFmixaedcmeesdsages.
•

.T he ne w Ba rb ra St re is an d
Dow n
STR ICT
CLO AK
LOV E
LIQ UID
CRO OKE D
HUM BLE
WH ITE
WH ORE
ALL OW
HON EST
UNP LAY FUL
SHO RT
BRU~ ~E'r I'E

MA SCU UNE

Santa's
N a u g h ty or'Nice fist
••
•

•

qo t sometliing to
sa y or sa y a
greeting to tliat
someonefor-the
holidays... Pu t It
J{ere! Leave aCC
messages in tlie
qjc~r maiC6o:{. in
room 1512. La st
day to hand•' in
messages ts
Dec. .6tli.
. D on 't (jJefay! !!

Anto nym s: Words that have oppo site mea ning s.

A ns w er to
la st is su e' s
C ro ss w or d

By Man ny Rod rigu ez
Barb ra's back! Stre isan d
retu rns with anot her inten se look
at look s that can only satis fy one
type of perso n: a Barb ra fan!
"The Mirr or Has Two Face s" will
sust ain non- Barb ra fana tics for
the first hour or so, but ther e will
be a poin t in time when you will
grow wear y of the cons tant
spee ches on beau ty and selfestee m and the suffo catin g
laug hter of Barb ra fans will
mak e you extre mely naus eous .
Can you tell I'm spea king from
expe rienc e?
''The Mirr or Has Two Face s"
follo ws the story of Rose Mor gan
Barb ra Stre isan d stars , prod uces and direc ts ''The Mirr or Has
(Bar bra Strei sand ), a prof esso r of
Two Face s."
Engl ish liter ature at Colu mbia
Univ ersit y and her relat ions hip
love d her all alon g. So wha t was
edy
with a fellow: Colu mbia prof esso r, ente rtain ing roma ntic com
•
the poin t of the make over ? If
with num erou s real laug hs and
Greg ory Lark in (Jeff Brid ges).
why
. won derfu l work byL aure n Baca ll look s are so insig nific ant,
Greg ory decid es that sex is too
did I spen d an hour watc hing a
A
as Rose 's moth er ~ Han nah.
distr actin g and wan ts a
wom an who hate d hers elf
ldn't
relat ions hipw ith a wom an.th at ro._lnitiaUy,o Ithou gb.t I. wou
beca use of her look s?
ting·.:
·is not base d on sex. Rose wan ts . care for Barb ra's seii--in~l
Wha t irked me most was that
joke s but they truly are funn y
sex, amo ng othe r thing s. She
there are mom ents in the film
and one can't help but laug h.
eats a lot of junk food to deal
when there are state men ts
ss
with her lonel y exist ence and her Stre isan d is still a fine actre
agai nst the mod ern conc eptio ns
and can deliv er lines as well as
moth er's crue l rema rks. For
of beau ty and how movi es, in
anyo ne. The prob lem lies in an
both , desp erate time s, requ ire
parti cula r, alwa ys portr ay the
over kill of them e.
desp erate meas ures. Greg ory
same story book endi ngs that
Rich ard LaG rave nese 's scrip t
puts an ad in the pape r, Rose 's
n of
ends up beco ming a bunc h of self- port ray the typic al notio
siste r answ ers it for her, the two
roma ntic love, yet the film ends
affir ming spee ches posi ng as a
get toge ther, beco me frien ds and
this way. A typic al endi ng whe re
le
ictab
pred
the
r
Afte
e.
movi
the
re's
Whe
y.
marr
to
e
decid
the wom an with no self estee m
beau ty make over Rose
catch ? NO SEX!!
gets a make over , finds out she
unde rgoe s, each scen e and piece
Alon g the way, Rose finds that
reall y does like hers elf and gets
of dialo gue is desig ned to
she cann ot deal with this
the man at the end.
estab lish Rose 's newf ound love
situa tion and all her inse curit ies
I apolo gize for ruini ng the
for herse lf. Yet, at the end of the
are expo sed. It is at this poin t
endi ng of "The Mirr or Has Two
film, Greg ory tells her that her
whe re the movie start s to lose
Face s" for you Barb ra fans, but
looks don't matt er beca use he
me. Thu s far, it was an

Jeff Brid ges co-s tars in "The
Mirr or Has "Two Face s."
this movi e typif ies "half -as "
work . It is truly disa ppoi nt'· g
beca use the filin show s lots 0
prom ise and is genu inely
ente rtain ing for the first half.
Stre isan d has a wond erful , .
char isma tic scre en pres ence and
is back ed by a very stron g cast.
Her direc tion disp lays a good
sens e of timi ng and good, easy
pacin g. It's truly a sham e that
the mess age in this film is
corr upte d by the mod ern
conc eptio ns that it tries so hard
to deno unce and we end up
seein g a hypo critic al film that
can only satis fy the mem bers of
the audi ence who are blind ed by
Barb ra Stre isan d's talen ts.

Writ e for Arts &
Ente rtain ment . Cont act
Man ny or Anth ony at 8026800 for infor mati on.
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voca ls. Thei r uniq ue soun d
By Syed A Bok hari
recei ved prais e from critic s and
The Briti sh duo Curv e is back ,
fans alike .
after brea king up at the end of
Perh aps a brief histo ry is in
1993 , with a new singl e, "Pin k
orde r. Toni and Dea n first met in
Girl with the Blue s," and a new
1983 . She was a sing er mov ing
albu m in the work s. And thou gh
from band to band .rand he was
they have yet to achie ve
the official bass play er for the
com merc ial succ ess here in the
Eury thmi cs. In 1986 , the two
state s,ba ck.in Euro pe, they 've
form ed a band calle d State ' of
alrea dy had five top 40 sing les
Play e, whic h was ill-fa ted from
and two top 20 albu ms. Form ed
the start due to lega l prob lems
in the early 90's by sing er Tom
betw een band mem bers . Afte r
Hall iday and bass ist Dean _
to
Garc ia, Cl;U'Ve was one of the first the band 's demi se, Dea n left
Spai n to mak e films , whil e Toni 's
band s to comb ine loud ,
.solo albu m, "lfea rts and
..
scr e~¥ ~·guita rs with .
two
danc eabl e and thum py bass lines , ,Han dsha kes, was relea sed
- year s after it was reco rded .
topp ed dffw ith 'Toni's eerie
o

.-

.?'

In 1991 , the lives of Toni
Hall iday and Dea n Garc ia
cros sed path s agai n. Both were
ten year vete rans of the musi c
indu stry, and both had been
badl y burn ed. With in two week s,
Toni 's boyf riend Alan Mou lder
(who prod uced albu ms for Nine
Inch Nail s and Sma shin g
Pum pkin s), and UK rapp er JC001, they reco rded Curv e's first
ep, "Blin dfold ," whic h beca me
an insta nt succ ess. The two
sign ed on with Dave Stew art's (of
the Eury thmi cs) new reco rding
label , Anxi ous Reco rds.
Two addi tiona l ep's, "Frozen"
and "Che rry," were relea sed,

follo wed by the duo's debu t
albu m "Dop pelga nger ,' coprod uced by Floo d (who also
prod uced Nine Inch Nail s, U2,
and Depe che Mod e amo ng
othe rs). This , bein g thei r
Ame rican debu t, rece ived rave
alter nativ e
revie ws fr0l1'l:..the
- ...
musi c pres s. esPe ciall y for Toni
Hall iday 's abili ty to use her voice
like an instr ume nt, rath er than
blan ketin g the musi c. She' s
know n for bein g extr eme ly
attra ctive and temp ting, whil st
"

Cont inued /on page 29
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like a bunch of wild Puerto
Ricans with bangers... "
Prodigy of Mobb Deep ·
"Drop A Gem On 'Em'
u .•• deep like a muthafu**kin'
Puerto Rican!"
Lil' Fame of M.O.P. "Hoto About Some Hardcore"

The scene is different today as
Kiss and WBLS get by nicely
without the frivolous urban
youth market. Now one station
owns this sector and controls the
tastes and beliefs of those in need
of hip hop. Hot 97, being the
only urban station, has the
ability to dictate the current hip
hop vibe for their own benefit.
They merge Black pop music
(R&B) with street music (Hip
Hop) and appeal to a broad range
of unsuspecting listeners who
can't fmd beats anywhere else on
the dial.
Hot 97 claims they are the
"home of hip hop," yet, if they
were, their airplay would be
flooded with the aforementioned
artists. They would have very
little time to play Toni Braxton,
Total, and Mary J. Blige's new
hits thrice every hour. It's called
a hip hop station but we have to
wait until Flex at 10 o'clock to
hear three rap songs in a row.
We can't get a complete dose of
hip hop singles if Lil' Kim is
considered lyrical. It would be
nice if Bad Boy WQHT would just
stop playing Hot 97 promos on its
station. Radio is important, for
young hip hop fans as most
cannot afford to buy every album
released nor tirelessly listen to
every underground show at lam
to choose critically. Hot 97's
regular airplay thus serves as
the incorrect barometer we are
forced to use to measure the best
of hip hop.
Magazines also misrepresent
hip hop by creating the music,
culture, and politics that sustain
readership. The Source's
prosperity came when they were
covering gangsta rap's
commercial prime from 19921994. During 1994, the attacks.
on the integrity of gangsta rap,
particularly Snoop Doggy Dogg,

U •• •

The best hip hop this year has
reflected the diversity that our
music has fought to have.
However, the channels of
representation, that our hip-pop
fans have embraced, has diluted
the impact that it should've had:
Our urban magazines and radio
stations continue to describe the
hip hop world they want to exist
that enhances their profitable
longevity.
In 1991, with superb works
from A Tribe Called Quest,
Leaders of the New School,
Brand Nubian, Main Source, etc.,
radio hits were long lasting and
very much in abundance. Today,
the complaint by many rap
journalists is that the lack of rap
radio hits is due to a mutual
absence in great hip hop albums.
However, new collections from
De La Soul, The Roots, Ghostface
Killah, Out Kast, Mobb Deep,
A.T.C.Q., Jeru the Damaja,
M.O.P., and Nas all reflect a
hidden agenda or an unmasked
stupidity on their parts. The
major reason for the loss of radio
hits is radio programming.
In '91, New York radio had two
urban stations (98.7 Kiss, WBLS
107.5) that competed for youth
markets by playing quality hip
hop. Their regular airplay had
little rap, but had a diversity
nevertheless. They also
complemented this with great hip
hop shows featuring legends such
as Kid Capri, Ron 0, and Red
Alert deejaying with no
constraints.

made The Source's coverage of
interest to those outside of the
rap fan base. In retrospect,
gangsta rappers are non-MCs
who flaunt their limited
creativity and content by
embracing a constricting,
categorical label. Yet, the very
real tales of our ghetto lives are
sufficient pop consumption when
its real ramifications are ignored
and/or made into fantasy.
In '96, with groups like Cypress
Hill and Mobb Deep giving rough
street life a long awaited realistic
feel and, J eru and Posdonous
pulling cards, gangsta rap is
losing popularity. As a result,
The Source grades Westside
Connection as superior in the
hopes of resurrecting sales..
Their strategy is thinly veiled
when such high grading'is given
to an album they admit has no
lyrical content ("this album
contains no...sense of purpose").
They then attempt to be
consistently sly by giving Jeru's
album a low grade and Ghostface
underrated coverage.
Virtually all the hip hop
magazines play politics. They
denounce materialism in their
; editorials and have special
fashion sections in every issue.
"Don't rob a brother for his kicks!
That's crazy... Oh, check out the
new $150 Jordans in the summer
sneake~ preview," "-Their reviews
for East Coast groups are
criticized for using overused
samples and lacking diverse
subject matter, yet West Coast
groups are applauded for doing
covers of soul classics.
Apparently "Atomic Dog" has
only been looped by Erick
Sermon and no one has killed 46
men on record yet.
Hip hop is. currently very
vibrant and innovative yet needs
its truth to come to light. We'

shouldn't respect record label
CEO's because they give their
artists used
tracks
and feminine
.
.
choruses disgracing Pete Rock.
We also shouldn't respect their
monetary status achieved
through the masses' need to be
entertained by our own
exploitation. If you respect
money then worship the top and
say "Trump's My Ni**a!" The
'lyrics make an MC last in
longevity, so close your eyes so
you won't be blinded by gear or
beauty. Kim's not so lyrical now,
huh?
I should be able to visit the
home of hip hop and hear some
Black Thoughts and a FAT track
by JOE. ·Ice Cube would
understand why we don't play
West Coast rap at clubs and on
mix tapes if he knew we already
have George Clinton's album
collections. Papa, do me a favor
and teach that shorty that Run
DMC didn't bite from Gina
Thompson. If we boycotted all
the gear companies that
disrespect us as a loyal market,
we'd be permanently naked.
Biggie don't represent us Latinos
just because he doesn't pay us for
shipping keys. All these
magazines are trying -to prove
Snoop Doggy Dogg is real and I'm
not convinced. Being real means
having your own opinion on
who's a good MG. You don'thave
to trust the top four at 4 vote.
Why does everyone think
Puerto Ricans are crazy?
You know, I wish all these
wack MCs, radio programmers,
rap writers, and brothers who
ain't brothers would choke on
their fakeness.
Oh yeah...
...Soy Boricua tambien.

* * * *
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reward to anyone
who brings his
son back and the
kidnappers to
justice. His
decision is against
the wishes of his
wife and the
advice of the FBI.
..1 will not reveal
anymore of the
story but I will
tell you that it is
a story that plays
on the audience's
fears wonderfully
and makes us all
Mel Gibson (r.) and Rene Russo in "Ransom."
think. This movie
is downright
scary and the film- makers know
Katherine Mullen's son. Tom
and.use it to their advantage. It
Mullen (Gibson) is a rich airline.
works,
owner who comes to believe that
Mel Gibson's performance is
the kidnappers will not return
his son alive, so he refuses to pay the heart of "Ransom." He gives
us all the pain, angst,
the ransom and offers it as a
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helplessness, anger and horror
felt by a father who has lost a
child. The key to help the
audience feel a character is
through an actor's eyes. Mel
Gibson has always had the gift of
being able to transfer emotions
and intentions through his eyes,
which make him such a
wonderful actor. His portrayal is
heart wrenching, impassioned,
real and definitely Oscar worthy.
As Mrs. Mullen, Rene Russo
also shines. Russo is an
underrated actress who has held
her own with Clint Eastwood,
Kevin Costner and John Travolta
in the past and provides a strong
and steady supporting
performance here. We feel her
fears and the devotion she has to
her husband despite her
Continued on page 29
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Th.e true. B- !3.0Y essence of hip
hop IS exuded In the persona of
many Mes. From Sadat X to J-Ro
of the Alkaholiks, the capturing
of.that pose of a B-~oy standing
, WIth both arms folded has been
articulated m·asterfully.
However, only one MC has
represented this image to the
masses for over a decade. LL
Cool J is truly a B-Boy legend in
hip hop and has gone platinum
six times. With "All World," all
his past hits are present with
current radio hits. LL Cool J's
early hits are extremely
•simplistic t1 Can't Live Without
My Radio, " "I'm Bad, " 1:1 Need A
Beat'v, yet they have remarkably
powerful nostalgic value.
Looking back, his earliest hits are
not as long lasting as classics
from other MCs of that time (i.e.
Eric B & Rakim's I:~ric B is
President," t7 Ain't No Joke,-"
KRS- Ones "The Bridge is Over,"
Biz Marhie's ~Vapors,"etc.). The
magic of LL Cool J's legacy is that
he expressed the vibe of an
everyday, bragging, lady
dreaming and chasing ghetto
child steadily for years. The
heart of "All World, ~~ that has
been the 'prime of LL Cool J~s .
exposition are his 4 hits
('~Jingling Baby, " &The Boomin
System," "Around the ·Way Girl, "
"Mama Said Knock You Out')
from 1991's "Mama Said Knock
You Out" album. At this time
. LL's versatility at rocking a
crowd and showing his love for
women covered the entire
01

,!
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~tist: Mobb Deep

Album: Hell On Earth
Label: Loud
Rating:

0000

Whether we deal drugs,
shoot guns, or are a thug in any
way, this reality is a part of our
life in the ghettos of New York.
For this reason, understanding
the different experiences of our
people is very important to
furthering the status of our well
being. If we choose hip hop music
to hear these stories we should be
lead directly to Mobb Deep if we
take a truthful path. We are lead
!o them because they have the
two elements that are extremely
rare in thugs: they are real and
also very talented. With their
third release, "Hell on Earth,"
. they follow a classic with a sharp
sequel. They basically follow the
same pattern as "The Infamous"
and continue to tell tales and
shoot battle proclamations behind
crisp beats. The production by
Havoc ranks him easily among
the top ten producers in hip hop.
The musical structure is very
formulaic throughout the album
as he blends very hard
breakbeats (reminiscent of the
work on "Beats, Rhymes and Life"
by the U mmah), with creative
snares that often crackle (a new
trademark of MobbDeep cuts).

corner

The Presidents Of
The U rrite.d States Of
America
Album: II
Label: Colwnbia
Rating:

Rating:~·

-=('

Get Your "Ranso:m." Money Ready
By Manny Rodriguez
Most movies are in motion but
aren't moving. Which is why
"Ransom" has become the hottest
film in the country, garnering
$34.2 million in its opening
weekend.
Even before seeing this film,
you know it's quality because of
the high profile names attached.
With Oscar winner Mel Gibson
starring, director Ron Howard
(who should have been
nominated for "Apollo 13"), a
script by Richard Price
("Clockers") and a cast that
includes Oscar nominee Gary
Sinise ("Forrest Gump"), Rene
Russo ("Get Shorty") and Delroy
Lindo (too many outstanding
credits to choose one!), "Ransom"
seems like it can't be bad. But
what's in a name, anyway?
"Ransom" tells the story of the
kidnapping of Tom and

Artist: LL Cool J
Album: All World
Label: Def Jam

.

PEACE TO ALL THE GODS
THAT GIVE ME PROPS.
r: ONE LOVE.

I

00

Hip Hop veteran LL·Cool J.
spectrum completely. The only
negatives are that his current
hits rDoin it," "Loungin (Who do
you Luv), " "Hey Lover (Featuring
Boyz II Men)] are topically one
dimensional and in 1996 turn LL
into just another R&B rapper.
This could be complemented .
better if the remix of ~1 Shot Ya"
(featuring Keith Murray, Prodigy
of Mobb Deep, Fat Joe, and Foxy
Brown) was included. The latter
cut happens to be his only quality
freestyle track in the last two
years. Overall, with cuts from "I
Need Love" to "Back Seat," one
has the chance to see LL at his
legendary best. It should remind
us that despite the choices that
rappers make outside of hip hop,
it may not be the result of lost
talent and skill.
-Edward Rodriguez

Ratings Box

00000· CLASSIC
0000 -EXCELLENT
. . .·-GOOD

00 -MEDIOCRE
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WHY?

He surrounds these beats with
eerie, movie scores that sound
just like Prodigy if he talked in
notes. The MCing captures a
thug/B-Boy braggadocio that Hav
and Pee have perfected. Lyrically, they amaze by telling life
simply with no incredibly deep
metaphors or similes, yet are
quite creative. Havoc excels at
, stating his "£'*ck you" position
while Pee punctuates it matter of
factly. Their simplicity is difficult
to explain because their lives are
very complex. Mobb Deep have a
gift for understanding their
ccntradictions, embracing them,
and thus avoiding the hypocrisy
that many real drug dealers face
when they start rapping. On
"Animal Instinct" they state "I'm
tired of living life this way/ crime
pay/ but for how long/ 'till you
reach a downfall." Pee later
relates his desire to teach his son
to survive the chaos: "Dreams of
growing old with my son and live
great/ Little man! I plan to .
enhance your mind state...but I
gotta survive in order to follow
through plansl to live Lotto! me
~nd my little Kiko..." Overall,
"Hell on Earth," is a successful
continuation of the insightful
beat driven stories of the reality
of New York city life classically
done on "The Infamous. "
-Edward Rodriguez

Not surprisingly so either.
Their self-titled 1995 debut
r
rocketed the band off into two hit
• wonderdom with "Peaches" and
"Lump." They made a mockery
then of what was alternative.
on "Toob Amplifier," where they
Chris Ballew played a two string
knock endorsements and on
"bassitar", Dave Dederer a three
"Supermodel," a rally against
string "guitbass" and they sang
artificial beauty and the media
goofy tunes about cats, boll
exposure that comes with it.
weevils, and other disgusting
But they do however serve up. a
things. Their self imposed
couple of decent tunes on this
limitations, tongue in cheek
album as well. The full throttle
humor, and believe it or not, top
attack of ''Lunatic,'' a song about
notch musicianship made their
being in love with a mental
first release a clear spot in the
patient, is both catchy and
alterna-muck. But unfortunately
hysterical. ''Mach 5" is another
on "If' the band takes themselves up beat number that changes
and their humor a little two
gears and goes into a Mountainseriously to enjoy.
esque riff rock jam. ''Twig'' slows
The spoof starts right on the
things down just a bit, and has
front cover with the band naming
almost a cartoonish quality to it
the album "II," just like the
due to Jason Finn's cowbell hits
Chicago, and Led Zeppelin
and rim-shots, and little cooky
numbered albums from the '70s.
guitar squawks from Dederer and
Then the first song, "Ladies and
Ballew. Not surprisingly the
Gentlemen Part I" mocks on that
sticker on the cover of the album
rock opera-ish "welcome to the
says, "Includes Mach 5, Volcano,
show" theme that ELP and Pink
and Twig" so they know that
Floyd had used. They throw digs
these tunes are their sellers. But
everywhere at rock superstardom
these three songs are the only
and rock posturing on that track,
ones that stand out because they
and on the roadhouse shuffle
actually sound different from the
inflected.."Froggia." Consider the _ . other 11, and that's what makes
lyrics, where the rock super hero
this album so unenjoyable - the
is so drugged out he doesn't k~ow songs sound too much alike.
what he is doing, ''The rocker
There is also "Bath Of Fire"
,
doctor came downtown to write
which makes fun of yokel country
prescriptions by the pound/And
western tunes, but that's about it.
froggis spread it all around/Got
The Presidents of The United
50,OOOin his flocklHe plays arena States of America, probably have
animal rock/He can barely stand
the two or three singles they need
up straight but somehow he
on this album to make it a hit but
does..." The spoof would work
for those of us that were
better if The Presidents, like on
expecting more than that your
the first album, didn't try to ram
not going to find it on "II."
the spoof down your throat
-Anthony Gregory
because they continue the attack
C

Artist: Wreckx-n-Effect
Alb'urn; Rap's New
Generation
Label: MeA
Rating:

00 .

This is truly an incredible
achievement. No one ever aims for
it because it is rarely attained. No
one wants this title and certainly
will not flaunt it. It's just too
shocking and baffling to actually
fathom this recognition. Wreckxn-Effect have dishonorably gained
this through 16 tracks: they are
the worst group of 1996. Much noprops. To' get this glamorous
dishonor there is no science as only
the most profound xeroxing is
necessary. The magic ofWreckx-nEffect is that they bite the rhyme
styles and flows of Treach's 1991
prime. They actually copy an Me
who has already fallen off! Pure
genius on the part ofWreckx-nEffect. They were actually hoping
for people to forget the Mes of four
years ago. Only the fans of Puffy's
production skills can truly find
this duo original. They are obviously targeting the wannabes who

got down ~th rap three months
ago, so a comparison to today's rap
acts is in order. Today, they're
closest to Tha Dogg Pound, a .
twosome saying nothing 10,000
syllables per second. The beats
are forgettable except to those like
myself who are in awe with
duplicated production. Their intro
also solidifies the fact that they
have no idea what real hip h9P is
about. Behind an annoying vocal
sample they declare that hip hop is
nothing without studio gangstas
and playas. They don't want to be
just another wack group. They are
intent on being the fakest men of
. color with a record deal. If they
told drug tales later admitting
they never we.re drug dealers, and
had large breasts they could knock
Foxy off her throne. No crew
deserves such a barrage of insults
you may think, yet you also
haven't heard this album. In 1980,
they would be thrown off the stage.
. InJ996, they have an album
released on MCA. Who deserves
what?!
-Edward Rodriguez
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THE STEVEN L.NEWMAN.
REAL ESTATE INSTITUTE
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Thursday December 5, 1996
5:30-7:00PM

One cannot find love, for love will find you.
Life is like opening a series of boxes,
If you stop, you'll never know what
You could haue received.
One does not deserve to love,
If one cannot love thyself.
Smiles are reflections of one's own soul
Love is both a flaw and strength.
There is no life in sadness only misery.
You -can pickup all the broken pieces of
.A heart, but you can never remake the window.'
Love is the final emotion in being fully whole.
Jealousy is cousin to bitterness.
Cherish the present, for there may be no
Future to embrace.
When 2 hearts in love witness a shooting star
Together, they are forever destined.
Love hath no creation nor destruction.

-Kiro The Invisible Samurai

Meet (over Cokes and pizza):

A Babe Named Candee

SAM IRLANDER

A girl named Candee.
She's my perfect skin candy.
A girl nemd Candee:
Finer than wine, better than brandy.
Oh sweet Candee!
Your better than Bambi!
I just love her cotton candy.
She's my passion fruit; .
Because she's so cute:
Oh sweet Cand;~( ~
You move faster than Mandi!
I'll kiss her till I'm blue.
'cause I'm hooked on her Mountain Dew.
Oh sweet Candee!
You last It:lnger than. Sandy!
I'll always be your handy man.
Nothing could make meso dandy..
Oh sweet Candeel'" "
I'm going to leave Randy!

EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
BROWN HARRIS STEVENS
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Newman Institute Young Professionals Career Evenings
A series of seven monthly hour-long presentations and
discussions, over pizzas and Coke, with young leaders of
the real estate industry in New York. These evenings are
especially planned for Baruch/Newman Institute students
considering careers in real estate. Each presentation highlights a different component of the metropolitan area's
real estate industry.

-The Kavalier

"There She Was
There she was
standing all alone
waiting for whom was unknown.
I had to meet her, so I approached,
hoping she wouldn't crush me like a roach.
Not knowing what to say,
I asked her for the time.
She said don't you have a better line?
Was I that obvious?
I didn't mean to stare, it's just you're so pretty.
. I couldn't help but notice you.
She finally smiled, what a beauty!
I had to ask her out, it's my duty,
as a gentleman so what do you say~
Can I take you out to dinner?
Thinking for a while, finally said yes.
She made my day, what else can I say.
Like an angel I want possess,
take you out, then caress
you and touch you with finesse.
Kiss you softly and sweep you offyour feet.
Hold you tight and feel our heartbeats.
After that do it all over again.
Then I woke up from my sleep.

-Leern about different kinds of real estate jobs
-Ask questions about what you would be doing on
the day you start work
-Meet both recent college graduates and the prime
young leadership of the real estate industry
YOUNG PROFESSIONALS CAREER EVENINGS

The last week of every month
5:30-7:00 AM. December 1996-June 1997
at the Conference Center, room 763, Baruch College

-Jose Graham

Watch for dates on each month's poster announcement
For reservations and more information
Contact Carla Hoke at 802-5940
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Young Professionals
Career Evening 1.

Sam Irlander will introduce you to the world of
commercial real estate brokerage, career patterns.and
possibilities, and entry-level opportunities for Baruch
College/Newman Institute students
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Editors' Note:
We would like to thank Jose
Graham, Jeannie N g, The
Kavalier, Kiro and Shiji Chacko
for contributing their fine poetry
to this sectdon, Thank you.

Snicker Bar
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A candy bar is what he'll be,
A 'snicker" all for me.
Chocolate coating is portrayed
with a caramel nutty filling is how it's made.
I hold it in my hands
as the chocolate slowly ran.
The sweet tasty smell of luscious chocolate I devour,
That could go on and on, like an energizer bunny, for
hours and
hours.
As I take it closer to my lips,
The chocolate anxiously drips.
My mouth raps around,
As I slowly pull the wrapper down.
My tongue has this tingling feeling I never felt before,
Like it was the first piece of candy I've been uiaitingfor.
I take a nibble at a time,
Because all of it is mine mine mine.
I taste the caramel, so sweet and dandy.
Mmm Mmm, Oh this CANDY!
As I take the bite
I see the caramel stretch so far that it can't fight.
The nutty filling incredibly delicious
It makes me feel, so so vicious.
As I proceed to feed off the caramel
My mouth and heart ALL just fell.
I never realized that you can do this to me,
. To crave for something that makes me weak in the knees.
I want you everyday more and more.
WO~ this caramel anyone can adore.
~

-Jeannie Ng

The Quiet
Shh... listen...
What. do you hear? .
Can you hear the earth?
The swish of the leaves,
the 'chirping of the birds,
the ripple of the water.
Do you hear it?
No, I hear the quiet...
Bepatient, listen harder.
What do you hear?
Can you hear life?
The patter of feet,
the clapping of hands in.joy,
the laughter bubbling within you,
the beat of a healthy heart.
Do you hear it?
No, I heat the quiet...
What, how can you hear the quiet?
I hear the quiet of destruction.
The sound of barren, dry lands,
all of nature killed by pollution,
the water turned black with chemicals.
The quiet still is what I hear.
I hear the quiet of death.
the blisters of feet forced into "slavery,"
the amputation of hands torn toiling for the "Master,"
the sobs ~f the "untouchables' as they are shunned by the mighty,
the stillness of the heart as it is torn out of a mother's womb.
Just try, listen a little harder!
No, I've heard it all before.
I hear the quiet...

-Shiji C":acko
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Ransom
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THE BOOK RESERVE

Tired of having to bring that book to school
every day? Scared because you have a test in an
hour and forgot to bring your book?
Well, you don't have to worry anymore. From
now on, just go to the reserve desk at the library
and say, "give me my book please."
So head off to the library today to check to see if
your book is in the reserve. You can also. stop
by D.S.S.G. 360 PAS RM.1531 and ask for the
list of books.
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Re-Curve: British Band Reunites for EP

disagreement with his actions.
Continued from page 23
Hopefully, Russo's talent will
still being dominant and
...which brings us to present!!
finally convince studios to place
feminine. She's soft, yet still able For no other reason than stating
her in lead roles. Delroy Lindo is to belt out the lyrics of songs
that they had some "unfinished
also superb, as usual, as the FBI
such as "Die Like a Dog" and
business" to attend to, Curve has
agent who helps the Mullens.
&'Wish You Dead. n
released a three track ep. "Pink
Lindo gives us a perfect portrait
1993 saw the release of the
Girl with the Blues," the title
of a sincere, no-nonsense man
duo's second album, "Cuckoo:" in
track, is filled with driving
who uses his experience and
which the band pushed the
basslines, hard drums and loud
ability to communicate to reach
boundaries of hard rock and
guitars with slightly distorted
and help people. Finally, Gary
techno/ambient music styles.
vocals, creating a wall of noise
Sinise is outstanding. Sinise, a
"Cuckoo" also spawned the band's that is fantastic. It starts off
well trained and truly talented
two most successful American
quietly with techno/ambient
actor, never goes to the "over the
singles (though still
. beats, but immediately jumps
top" route most actors tend to go.
underground), "Superblaster' and into a sound that is very CurveInstead, he portrays a reserve
. the industrial-sounding &~issing esque.
based in anger that makes his
Link, "the video for which was
'Pink Girl with the Blues, "
character admirable for his
featured on Beavis and Butthead, however, isn't as complicated
intelligence, strength and ability
where Toni was officially
lyrically as the next two tracks.
to communicate (much like
declared "a babe."
"Recovery" is more laid back,
Lindo's character), but also
However, at the end of the
with funky beats and more guitar
repulsive because of his actions.
"Cuckoo" tour, Dean Garcia was
distortion than "Pink Girl... " The
Director Ron Howard has been
extremely unhappy. He basically title tends to suggest a double
criticized for directing films with
missed his children due to
meaning. It's definitely about
no underlying substance or
constant touring, and thought
"recovery" from a man (your
significant subtext. I totally
that Curve should remain an inscent goes by! and still I smell
disagree and ''Ransom'' is more
studio act. Tonidisagreed,
youJ see I cry! at the merest
proof of the contrary. Everything believing that performing live
thought of you), but also
he does with the camera
was an essential part of being in
"recovery" from anorexia, which
. (particularly a gripping scene
a band. The two subsequently
sort of confirms rumors that she
parted ways. Dean, having been
was suffering from that condition
where he uses swish pans to
dropped by Anxious Records,
last year (I have loved this tumor
show reaction shots of all the
produced music for films such as
'cause! I am mentally in the slow
characters disregarding their
"Showgirls" and ''The Doom
lane).
separate locations) brings us
Generation," exploring a more
"Black Delilah," the final track,
closer to the excitement of the
is about as close as Curve has
film's action and the humanity of techno aspect of Curve's sound.
One the other hand, Toni created
gotten to a rap song, without the
all its characters. The script
a band called Bud, which was to
help of JC-OOI. No guitars here,
itself is not one sided and rings
be included on the Lollapallooza
t-ut tons of electronic keyboard
more true than most films which
. '96 tour, but broke up before they effects, with a synth bass and
portray an unrealistic ideal of
even set foot on stage. She then
drums that are reminscent of
only good, vs. evil. In ''Ransom,''
dyed her hair blond and formed
Bjork's '~rmy ofMe." It's all
the bad guys are bad but they're
Schylla, an all-girl band (except
about trying to tell the truth and
still human.
for the bassist and drummer)
trying to be good, but one holds
''Ransom'' is worth your moRty
with a much more "rockier"
too many secrets to be able to. do
and is an Oscar contender in
·sound than Curve.
so (I'm. a sucker for sadness/
numerous.categories.

confusion and madness... I'll side
with the liars! and sleep with the
buyers! when all else fails). In
general, Curve's lyrics tend to
deal with depression, and how
depression leads to a cognitive
deficiency. In the end, you can
accept it, as "Black Delilah"
suggests, or just destroy the
person or thing causing it (as in
the songs &Wish You Dead" or
"Clipped").
At this moment, Curve is back
in Toni's basement, along with
Alan Moulder, to record their
long awaited third album, due
out in 1997. 'Pink Girl with the
Blues" is currently available on
import. In the meantime, check
out the group's previous works:
"Doppelganger, " "Cuckoo" and
"Pu~ic Fruit" (compilation),
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Write for
The Ticker
Arts & Entertainment
Section.
Movies,
music,
T~

dance,
theater,
and any other art
you can think of.
Contact
Manny
or Anthony
at
802 - 6800

for inform-ation.
No
experience
necessary.

...--------------------------..

Around 165 Be, Jewish
warriors known as the
"Macabees" fought for
and won their religious
and national freedom.
Following their victory,
the Jews returned to
Jerusalem to rekindle
the Menorah in the
temple, and even though
they could only find a
small amount of oil, the
Menorah miraculously
remained lit for 8 full
days.

p.s. ALL BOOKS DONATED BY D.S.S.G.
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Injured Statesman's-star hopes for
_ quick return
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By Ari Hirsch
, Before this season gets even
more dismal, let me make a
suggestion to Jeff Van Gundy.
Make the Knicks eat together this
Thanksgiving. Perhaps, if they
learn how to synchronize passing
the turkey and yams around the
table it'll effect there cohesiveness
on the court.
Yes, the Knicks are 8-5 and atop
the Atlantic division. But anyone
who has watched them this season
knows that they are the worst 8- 5
team out there. The record means
nothing.
Losing to Philadelphia twice and
being humiliated in Charlotte last
week, is. inexcusable for a team
that has a $150 million dollar
roster. Starks can clap and spit,
acting like a fool all he wants,but
if the Knicks can't control their
turnover rate, his volatility means
nothing. Blatant turnovers have
clearly been the Knicks biggest
problem. Leading the NBA, in
averaging over twenty turnovers a
game, it seems like the Knicks are
constantly being strip'ped of the
ball and handing it to the
opposition. They make' the same
mistakes over and over.

Ironically its their offense that's
killing them.They are extremely
vulnerable to the transition game.
Ernie Grunfeld and Dave
Checkets spent so much time and
money this off-season to bring in
Johnson and Houston for there
offense and they just haven't been
there. Ewing needs another star
on the team that's going to score
twenty or more points in a game.
If you look at the statistics
between Johnson and Houston,
they've only had three games in
which they've scored twenty or
more points. Both of them seem
invisible on the court.
It seems like everyone is trying
to make the big play, instead of
making the easy basket. The
tenacity and desire to win is just
not there. Ewing and Oakley
have been giving a solid effort, but
they're playing on top of the key,
which you don't want from your
big men. You want Childs to be
captain and take control of the
ship. Let him do the dribbling and
take the outside shots. When
your a team in the NBA , you're
not suppose to be called for eight
travels in a game. Letting Starks
or Houston dribble the ball, Will
only cause disastrous results.

•

'By Eric Wright
All right, I'd hate to say "1 told
you so" but, "I told you so." All
you Knick fans are starting to
realize tha t not only are the
Knicks short on chemistry, but
they are short on easy wins.
The Knicks are by far t he best
all-around teaIn on paper, yes,
·n paper they are even better
; han the Hull~ (position hy position). Unfortunately. fan~ r11USt
understand that only Buck \\ illiam~ (one of the new free agent
pick-ups) has been past the second round of the playoffs. Larry
.John son has been on a Charlotte
team that won 50 games. once,
Allan Houston was the second
option on a team where the first
option (Grant Hill) also played
guard most of the time.
That leaves Chris Childs. You
know I hate Knick fans. Last
year, when Childs was on the
Nets, I would say, "Well, what do
you think about Chris Childs?" I
would get answers like "He's
okay" or '·He's not all that" or.
"He's only good because there is
no one else on the team." Then,
the Knicks sign him, and as my
brother puts it. "He's the best
point guard in the league" (sarcastically. of course!).
Childs
isn't even the best point guard in
the Atlantic Division. He isn't
even the fourth best point guard
in the Atlantic. Penny destroys

him, Tim Hardaway abused him,
Rod Strickland is better, and
Allen Iverson in 10 games is far
superIor.
For a prediction, Charlie Ward
will be the starting point guard
by mid-season. Point guard controversy, however, is the least of
the Knicks' concerns. What fans
should be worried about is the
fact that the Knicks can't beat
any good teams yet. As a matter
of fact, they having a lot of
trouble with the bad teams too.
They have eight wins and five
losses and those five losses (Seattle, L.A., Philadelphia tw~ce.
and Charlotte) have come rather
quickly. The best team that they
have beaten was an undermanned Orlando tean1 that almost won.
Knicks' fans, it's time to break
out the Bible and go to church
and pray. I predict Miami will
win the Atlantic. Ewing will be
the only Knick on the All-Star
Team, and Starks will be second
on the team in scoring.
If we recall, the last time that
the Knicks went through a major
overhaul was in the 1992-93 season. That's when they went all
out to get Charles Smith, Doc
R i v e r s , Ant han y IVI a son, R 0
Blackman and Bo Kimble. Not
to mention that Hubert Davis
was a rookie.
One might argue that the Rockets are out and running this sea-

Until now the Knicks have
only played two elite teams; the
Lakers and Sonics ( Orlando
doesn't count being Penniless).
Next week the Knicks play
Riley's Miami, the biggest
rivalry in their division, twice.
They don't see Chicago or
Houston until the end of
January. This can be taken as
either good or bad news.
There still is plenty of time for
the Knicks to regroup and show
some .resilience. Yet if the
Knicks are having such a .hard
time with teams like Phili and
Charlotte, what's to say that .
they'll be competitive against the
Bulls, and Rockets. In this past
Sunday nights game, Seattie
toyed with the Knicks in the
fourth quarter. These teams
look like they're playing a
different sport than the Knicks.
One thing is for sure. Van
Gundy has a lot to think about
this Thanksgiving. If he doesn't
want his team looking like a ,
turkey for the remainder of this
season he'd better make sure
that they eat all the "apple
turnovers" they want during
their five day break"and not-take
it back with them to Miami!
son, but Barkley and Olajuwon
were both MVP's, and Drexler
is a perennial All-Star who has
been to the Finals three times.
However, we have to realize
that there is a big difference
between an All-Star and someone who knows how to win. That
player is David Robinson.
Four years later, the Knicks
are rebuilding again. It's a well
known fact that chemistry wins
championship so The Knicks are
about 2 years away from gaining team chemistry. and since
Ewing is about a year away from
Social Security, someone will
have to step up in the next year
and become a go-to guy. The
Knicks can't take many more 2
for 15 shooting performances
from Ewing, for the only thing
that can save this team is chemistry. Chemistry takes time,
something the Knicks don't have.

Coach Christian
continued from back

With the first game ofthe season to
be playedonTuesday, Nbvember26th
against Mt. St. Vincent,
Coach
Christian has prepared her players to
face whatever adversites that may
come. "I tell them to stay focused,
determined, and to be aggressive,"
she says. "1 figure we can only get
better."

By MingWong
Where is the' state of sports'
headed to? Albert Belle gets $11
million dollars a year for being
baseball's biggest jerk.. Unlike
Dennis Rodman, who does his
shtick as a marketing ploy, Belle
.
.
IS a genuine ass.
He has been suspended about 6
times in the past 5 years. He has
rocketed baseballs into fans,
cursed out reporters, used a
corked bat, broke a miniscule second baseman's nose, and tried to
run over trick or treaters near his
home.
Behind Belle's off the field rap
sheet is an extremely gifted
ballplayer. He is arguably one of
baseball's most intimidating
threats. No one has hit more
round-trippers the past five years,
186, than anyone else. His 563
RBI in the same span is second
only to now teamate, Frank Thomas' 564. If he did not participate in his "extra-curricular" activities, no one would complain.
He deserves the money because
of his tremendous talents with a
bat.
The biggest whiner in·the NFL,
Ricky Watters, is another who is
giving professional sports a bad
name.
Watters is another
enigma, like Belle. There is no
doubt that Watters is one of the
premeire backs in the league, but
he just cannot keep his big mouth
shut, The guy is invollved in
about 70 percent of the Philadelphia Eagles' offensive plays, yet
he is still complaining to the
coaching staff that he should be
involved more. I realize that
Watters is a competitor and wants
to shoulder the ·load, but there is
more to the Eagles than just rvlr.
Watters.
Seattle Supersonics power forward, former Dream Teamer,
perrenial All-Star, Shawn Kemp
is another in this growing list.
Before the season tipped off, he
threatened to hold out because
management gave a nobody like
Jim McIlvaine a bigger contract
than the one he had signed. Kemp
signed his contract, he should
honor it and play it out. No one is
doubting his abilities. When he
gets his shot at free agency,
Shawn will undoubtedly fetch
more than whatever McIlvaine
signed for.
All these players are legitimate
stars in their individual sports,
but all head cases. This is what
the future of sports is heading?
What happened to the days of
team play? Everything nowadays is me, me, me~ $,$,$. Maybe
I am just too old-fashioned and
unable to keep up with the times.

the physically imposing player who
bowls over the opposition en route
Gerald Thomas cannot wait for
to the basket, however he is a
the moment when he will step back
slasher-type with a finesse game.
onto the basketball court wearing
H: will penetrate to the hoop,and
the blue and white of Baruch.
spin around defenders or go around
The leading scorer for Baruch for
slower guys to score or create opthree seasons, Thomas was unportunities for teamates.
available to provide his scoring
All that will have to wait as the
punch last season beea use of a
doctors have not yet given Thomas
stint overseas for one semester
the green light to do anything too
where he attended Middlesex U nist~enuous.
He is patiently
versity in London.
strengthening his knee back to
• Thomas is now back and looking playing shape. Thomas only does
forward to helping a team that lacks some light jogging arid sh~oting,
a. l:gitimate "go-to guy" and pro- undergoes physical therapy, water
viding much needed leadership to therapy. and hours on the stationan inexperienced squad that onlv ary bicycle.
has five seniors.
'
"1 can't wait to get hack, I know
I can help the tr-a m.". ~~1.\';-; ~1r: anx... rlg 1,( noui, I am
ious Thomas.
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team. They just lack game experience. If they just play their game,
everything should work out."
This will be Thomas' fourth and
final year. He does have any individual goals to accomplish He has
'led the team in scoring for th ree
seasons and was even named to
the Preseason CUNY Athletic Conference Team. "I expect nothing
less than the CUNY championship." says an eager Thomas.
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back of,m y mind everytime Ljump
or cut. I want myself to be 100
percent and right now I am about
50 percent physically, but 0 percent mentally."
Thomas will hopefully come back
for the back end of the season barring any further complications. He
will just take a seat on the bench
and assist Coach Rankis, who Thomas refers to as a "player's coach
who you could go to asa source of
information or when you have any
problem."
With an inexperienced bunch like
Baruch, Thomas would fill the valuable void of "the guy with the ball
during crunch time". Coach Rank is
. would agree but he chooses to take
a wait and ;-;t'e approach. "I'rn not
l ' o U n tin g
() n h i m .
An v t h i I' cr
ht'[Thoma~l gives me is a bonus.'

Georgette Eden
Forward
Ht.: 5'8" Wt.: 145
Class: Sophmore

Kani and CU1VY:
Perfect Together
By Hung Tran

AyanaReepe
Center

Ht.: 5'lf', Wt~: lEi5
Class: Freshman

aCD

The CUNY Athletic Conference
announced that fashion designer Karl Kani would be supplying athletic apparel for all
CUNY Men's Basketball Teams.
The conference was held at the
All-Star Cafe on Friday, November 15th.
Ted Hurwitz, CUNY Athletic
Conference Executive Director
said, "We are extre01ely grate~
ful that a native New Yorker
sees fit to give something back
to the city of his roots." Kani is
a n~tive New Yorker. Mary
DaVIS, a spokeswomen for Kani
said, " the students are our fu~
ture. "
The nine senior colleges of
the CUNY Athletic Conference
which includes Baruch, hav~
already been outfitted with the
apparel.
The press conference was supposed to be attended by New
York Knick's forward, and Kani's
spokesman, John Wallace, but
he was unavailable due to prior
commitments.
'

Write for
TICKER Sports
Call 802-6800 .
for info
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(Stu dent Acad emic Cons ultin g
Cent er)
Staf fed by frien dly and
know ledg eabl e Peer Con sulta nt
Tuto rs , the Cen
.' . ' ter offer s stud ents
.
opp ortu nitie s 'to'· gain bett er
unde rstan ding ofth eir cour sewo rk.
Wor king eithe r one- to-on e or in
sma ll grou ps, tuto rs prov ide
gene ral cour se revie w, pre-e xam
prep arat ion and post -exa m
supp ort.
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Tuto ring is .avai lable in a
num ber of subj ects incl udin g
acco unti ng, biolo gy, chem istry ,
econ omic s, ESL ,fma nce lang uage s,
law, math ema tics, OPR , histo ry,
phys ics, sociology, Span ish, spee ch,
and stati stics . Help in writ ing is
avai lable in all disci pline s in the
colle ge.

showtime at Busch GardensWilliamsbwg! No
Irs
other place offers yousuch avariety
ofpe~orman~

possibilities including seven highly energized mamstage shows, a rockin' band ofroving musicians, and
dozens ofstreet actors, mimes, jugglers and variety
artists. As a cast member you'll have theopportunity to
hone your skills by performing hundreds ofshows to
thousands ofguests. Free classes andseminars in .
dance, voice and drama conducted by ourproduction
staffandguest instructors offer you a meansto contin~e
growing your talents. We,have an ~xcellent spo~ me~
cineprogram anda housing coordinator to assist yo~ in
finding thebest accommodations. Cast members enjoy
free access to Busch Gardens Williamsburg, and oursister p-rkWater Country USA.

More than 250 positions available:

Singers, Dancers, Musi~ians,
Actors, Variety Artists.
Techniciansengineers,

including stage managers, audio
follow spotoperators and wardrobe dressers
lighting
with sewing experience

and

All age groups are welcome, as along as, you are 16
years oldbyJune 1997. 1996 cast members ages
rangedfrom 16 to over 80years old So... whether
your talent has improved with ageoryour testingyour
sk:ills for the first time, we invite youto Busch Gardens
Auditions 1997.

Hom e Cou rt: 6th Floo r Gym nasi um
17 Lex ingt on Ave nue

int ere ste d in
pla cin g an ad in
Th e Ticker, ple ase
con tac t the
Ad Ma nag er at

For more information call:

1-800-253-3302
or write to: Auditions c/o .
Busch Gardens Entertainment
One Busch Gardens Blvd.
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TIM E

Nov . 26

MO UN T ST. VIN CEN T

7:00 P.M.

Dec .

4

BRO OK LYN CO LLE GE

6:30

Jan .

~4

MO UN T ST. MA RrS

1:00

C.C .N.Y .

6:00

11

Leh man Coll ege

.12: 00

15

JOH N JAY

6:30

17

CO LLE GE OF 8.1.

6:30

21

Hun ter Coll ege

6:30

23

Coll ege of NeVI Roc hell e

7:00

25

N.J. I.T. ..

2:00

27

Med gar Eve rs

6:30

29

C.C .N.Y .

6:30

31

LEH MA N CO LLE GE

6:30

7
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or

An equal oppor tunity employer.

OPPONENT

DA TE

(212) 802-6799

Williamsburg, VA 23187-8785.

en

Bol d Den ote s Hom e Gam es

If you are

Stud iosA &B
250 W. 54th Stre et
New York, NY

o

~

SAC C IS LOC ATE D IN
ROO M 1304 , 18TH STR EET
CALL 212- 387- 1607
FOR MOR E INFORMATION.
HOU RS:
MON DAY TO THU RSD AY, 10-8
FRID AY, 10-3

Sunday.
December 8th
11 :OOam to 4:00pm
Nola Studios

en

"0

(21 2) 802 -68 00

rJl
Q)
.

Feb .

YO RK CO LLE GE

6:30

o

Man hatt anv ille Coll ege

6:30

8

SUN Y Old Wes tbur y

2:00

11

MA RY MO UN TCO LLE GE

7:00

14/1 5

Hud son Val ley
Wom en's Ath letic
Con fere nce Cha mpi ons hips

T.B.A.

Joh n Jay

6:00

3
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TRAILWAYS SKI BUS/Port Authority
Departs daily 7am-Re'turns 7:30 pm
No reservations needed!
Call for overnight package prices!

\W1XJ~lJ ~ C5rnf]~1J ~~[Ea[t!)C?J ~1fQ1J[J~l][Jlq

JU ST A RE MI ND ER
TH ER E IS HE LP

-AT

THE COU NSE LING CEN TER

19

FOR : TES T ANX IETY , DEP RES SION ,

24/2 6/28 CUN Y
Cha mpi onsh ip
Tou rnam ent

STR ESS , L<?N ELIN ESS , FAM ILY /

INTH E

~-

'. -.

~IFFERENCE

'

CATSKILL FOREST PRESERVE
Great snow, friendly staff,
Relaxed natural atmosphere,
33 trails beginner to expert,
Snowboard park & FREE x-e Skiing
Exit 19 NYS Thruway, 2-1f l hr from NYC
College students & faculty:
$21 lift ticket midweek, non-holiday

BEST PLACE
lg
TO, LEARN TO SK
azin e
in The Eas t, SKII NG Mag

800.942.6904 914.254.5600

www.belleayre.com

Ht. 28 Highmount, NY
Operated by the NYS Dept. of
Environmental Conservation as a
year-round recreational facility.

REL ATIO NSH IP PRO BLE MS, TRA UMA ,
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ROUND TRIP BUS, LIFT TICKET
& [jlli~~ BEGINNER LESSON!

SKI THE
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~

C11

T.B.A.

. EAT ING DISO RDE RS, ETC ...

CAL L (2 1 2)
ROO M

802 -68 40

174 5 AT 360 PAS

WE' RE OPE N

9-5 MON DAY - FRID AY

PLU S THE FOLL OWIN G EVEN ING HOUR S:
MON DAY - 6:30 .PM. WED .NES DAY -7:30 PM
TUES DAY

Be:

THUR SDAY - 8:30 PM

Our serv ices are FRE E and CON FIDE NTIA L
Test Anxie ty & Stress Maoa gmen t Work shop
S1.
on Thurs day 12/5 during Club Hours Room 120 in E. 26th
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C ru sh SU N Y Pu rc ha se 74 -5 4 assists before fouling out, and

By Jose ph Mal dare lli
with a reso undi ng 74-5 4 win over
SUN Y purc hase . Off guar d Joe
Libe rato led all scor ers with 31
poin ts.
The Stat esm en dom inate d the
game , both offen sivel y and on the
boar ds, outr ebou ndin g Purc hase
by 12, 45 to 33.
Baru ch wen t on a 15-0 run in
the first five minu tes, and didn 't
look back from ther e. Baru ch was
ahea d the entir e gam e by doub le
digit s, and the clos est the gam e
got was at the 14:1 5 mark of the
seco nd half, whe n the lead was
cut dow n to 13 poin ts. Afte r that,
Baru ch cruis ed to a 22 poin t
victo ry.
This was surp risin g, cons idering the disa dvan tage in heig ht
that Baru ch will face all seas on.
Libe rato was cons tantl y drivi ng
to the hoop , and scor ing with
grea t succ ess. Coac h Rank is said
of Libe rato, "Joe mak es thing s
happ en," and that he did on
Frid ay nigh t.. Not only did he
pace the team with 31 poin ts, but
he also adde d 7 rebo unds and 5
steal s.

Leon ard Mitc hell, who score d 7
poin ts, grab bed 10 rebo unds and
had 2 bloc ks.
Both team s com mitte d a lot of
turn over s, but Coac h Rank is said
''We are not very stron g at the
poin t guar d posit ion, but they
.(the team ) will play muc h bette r
next time ."
N ext time will be Frid ay,
Nov emb er 29th at the Moll oy
Tour nam ent.
tour nam ent.

Pla yer of the gam e
Joe Lib era to
31 poi nts
7 reb oun ds 5·-s teal s
-,

~. ~

Du nk -of the game ..
An tho ny Ha mil ton
Bre ak- aw ay one han ded
jam wit h-S sec ond s
lef t in the gam e

ted_ lQ
It was a team effort overall, show n· . Ricl lardP .aul, who c.on tribu
poin ts and 5 rebo unds , John
by Coach Rankis using eleve n
d for the
playe rs throu ghou t the gam e. Some Perc odan i, the poin t guar
team , who adde d 8 poin ts and 4
of thos e othe r play ers inclu de

C oa ch C hr is ti an T el ls All:
By Min gWo ng
In a fast pace d spor t such as basketb all, time is ofth e essen ce. Time
is a prob lem for the Baru ch
Wom en's bask etba ll team ; the players just do not. have enou gh of it.
Mos t work , and all are full time
stud ents , but adve rsity is noth ing
new to Coac h Susa n Chri stian .
They wen t 6-11 last year with half
of the roste r injur ed. ''Ma ny time s
we coul dn't even subs titut e," says
Coac h Chri stian .
Out of Pars on Scho ol of Desi gn,
Coac h Chri stian did not play any
colle ge bask etba ll hers elf beca use
they did not have a team . "The y
trick ed me," she says with a laug h.
She had been coac hing and play ing
recre ation bask etba ll befo re repla cing nine -yea r coac h Penn y Wein er
last year .
"Ful l of adve rsity ," is how she
desc ribes her team . They lost Cybi l
Smit h, the top rebo unde r in the
natio n, last y .s r in mid- seaso n, but
Coac h Chri stian give s cred it to her
play ers for winn ing three of their
six victo ries with out Smit h. She
feels it is impo rtan t for her team
not to have to rely on one play er.
"You have to save your self, " she

La dy Sta tes wo me n't s Pr ev iewtakin g 18

says .
The .fact that they all cann ot
mak e it to prac tice is a detri men t
beca use this is a new team for the
mos t part . Ther e are only three
seni ors on this team . ''You can't
feel like a team unle ss you come to
prac tice five days a week ," says
Coac h Chri stian . She expr esses
dism ay that all her play ers do not
know each othe r. She belie ves
com mun icati on is a big part of the
game . 'We have to love each other ,"
she says half jokin gly.
Alth ough the team has been injury free so far, the upco ming season prom ises to brin g even more
adve rsity . Eliz abet h Brac ero, a 5
foot 5 inch fresh man guar d out of
Aqu inas High Scho ol has alrea dy
drop ped off the team beca use of
scho ol and work com mitm ents.
Coac h Chri stian was coun ting on
her to be a key play er this year; she
says that Brac ero remi nds her of
Emm a Rive ra, a City College play er
who is the top play er in CUNY.
Brac ero can run the floor well, and
has a lot of pote ntial .
Diat ou Guey en, a 5 foot 10 inch
forw ard has also drop ped out of
the team , and Dan a Moy al, a 5 foot
1 inch guar d is cont emp latin g leav-

ing.. Moy al is curr ently
cred its, and spor ts a 3.9 grad e poin t
aver age. Coac h Chri stian hope s
she can get thes e play ers to retu rn
in Janu ary, but whol e hear tedly
agre es with their choic e. She unders tand s that scho ol come s first.
"Doi ng a jugg ling act with work ,
scho ol, and. the team , and still
main taini ng· a high GPA sets a
good exam ple for the youn ger players," says Coac h Chri stian . Her
vete rans , 5 foot 10 inch forw ard
cen ter Mich elle Gray son, 5 foot 8
inch forw ard Fatm ire Ukp eraj, and
5 foot 3 inch guar d Ann ette "Jess ie"
Chia ng, all will serv e as a mode l.
Coac h Chri stian is excit ed abou t
her new play ers as well. "All the
fresh men will be key play ers," she
says .
Aya na Reep e, a 5 foot 11 inch
fresh man is the only true cent er on
this team , but Coac h Chri stian is
tryin g to recru it 6 foot 3 inch Gena
McN eil, whos e fathe r play ed on
the New York Knic ks. If she play ed
she wou ld be the talle st play er in
CUN Y.
Baru ch was pick ed to come in
last plac e in their four- team division, but Coac h Chri stian hope s
thing s will pick up in Janu ary.

With the expe cted retu rn ofBr acer o
and Guey en, she hope s two veteran play ers will also rejoi n the
team . Giov anni Nich olas, a 6 foot
cent er who is desc ribed as a .good
low post play er who can rebo und,
and Syni ka Rick ettes , a 5 foot 11
inch forw ard, will mak e a big impact on this team . "I figur ed we
coul d com e in first or seco nd," says
Coac h Chri stian . ''We wou ld have
a bette r chan ce ofco mpet ing ifthes e
play ers playe d."
The Baru ch Stat es-w ome n
play ed John Jay in the first roun d
of the play offs last year . Baru ch
dom inate d, and left the first half
lead ing by 13 poin ts. They fell
apar t in the seco nd half beca use of
lack of cond ition ing. 'We coul d
have blow n them away ," says Coac h
.
.Chr istia n.
Prac ticin g for two hour s, five days
a week , Coac h Chri stian and her
assis tant coac hes Eilee n Jam ieso n
and Red Mar tin are conc entra ting
on cond ition ing and agili ty drill s.
They are desig ned to help prev ent
injur ies, and give her play ers the
lung s need ed to run up and dow n
the cour t.
conti nued on page 32

